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Multimedia systems suggest a wide variety of potential applications. One of the
important applications already in use is multimedia electronic mail (multimedia mail).
This distributed multimedia application extends the widely accepted electronic mail
(e-mail) to include various types of data such as text, still image, graphic, audio, and
video.
The most services provided by an elliectronic mail, even a multimedia mail is "pas-
sive" in the sense that data are unidirectional [Bor94]. Mail messages that contain
text, image, sound, or video are simply displayed to the user. The less commonly
used has been an "active" mail. In the active mail, a message contains a program to
be executed when the recipient reads the message. The program, for example can be
created to display message in a certain way. Conceptually, the general model for the
introduction of computational power in e-mail systems called Enable Mail has been
proposed in [RB94] .
The active mail can be useful to add or improve services in multimedia mail.
The scenario service [KGH94], is actually the example of the active mail implemen-
tation to improve messaging service. This service provides a scenario in the form of
code (program) included in a message to be interpreted when the recipient reads the
message.
Kervella et al. [KGH94] proposed the scenario service in the multimedia mail
system based on XAOO standard which is a CCITT standard for message handling
system. The service allows the sender to coordinate the message body parts (the parts
of message body) it sends and to adapt the restitution of the message depending on
the media the receiver workstation can restore. This is the main element necessary
for the good development of the multimedia mail.
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We propose a new scheme for scenario service to be implemented in the messaging
system that support MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension) [BF93]. MIME
is the format standard for multimedia mail that widely used in the internet com-
munity. The Rand Message Handling System (MH) is used as a user agent for this
implementation.
We develop a user interface that is capable of composing multimedia message,
creating the scenario for that message, sending and presenting the message.
The remainder of this thesis is organized into the following chapters:
• Chapter 2: A Discussion on previous work related to multimedia mail system
is presented.
• Chapter 3: The proposed scheme is described and the interface is presented.
• Chapter 4: The implementation is discussed.
• Chapter 5: The results obtained are presented and explained.





The primary goal of the Electronic mail system is to convey messages from one user
to another. A message is a single piece of electronic information. It consists of an
envelope and a content. The envelope is all delivery information associated with the
message. The content is an information object that usually has two components:
control information called the headers, and data information called the body. The
message body may consist of one or more message body parts. A diagram that






Figure 2.1 The Message Structure
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2.2 Message Handling Model
Generally, a model for message handling system is organized into three components
[FBS94, RB94]:
• The User Agent (UA)
• The Message Transport Agent (MTA) and
• The Message Transport System (MTS)
Figure 2.2 shows the model.
The User Agent (UA) is responsible for interfacing directly with the end user.
A UA may be implemented as a program that can create, send, receive, save, and
retrieve messages. The Message Transfer Agent (MTA) provides the routing and
relaying of electronic maiL Messages sent from originating UA may be stored tem-
porarily in many intervening MTAs before delivering to recipient UA. A collection
of the MTAs is called a Message Transfer System (MTS). MTS is the backbone of
the communication systems of the message handling system and it is distributed in
nature.
The interaction between the UA and the MTA depends on their physical con-
nection. If both are implemented as processes on the same computer system, then
submission and delivery is performed by direct local interaction between the two. An
MTA in co-operation with other MTAs transports messages through MTS. The MTA
handles service requests from two sources: submission request by a UA, and message
received from remote MTA.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the interactions among these three components involve
three general protocols :
• A messaging protocol used between two UAs.
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• A relaying protocol used. between two MTAs and
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Figure 2.2 The Message Handling Model
In the Internet community, the messaging protocol is defined by RFC 822 [Cro82j
and MIME. Both are the standards for Internet message format. MIME is an ex-
tension from the RFC 822. The relaying protocol is defined by SMTP (Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol) [Pos82]. It is built on the top of the TCPIIp! link. SMTP usually
operates directly between the source and destination machines, so intermediate ma-
chines do not get involved (except for gateways) [Lew95J. Protocols for submission
and delivery are considered a local matter, even though it is common to use SMTP
1 TepfIP : 'Thansmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
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for submission and DMSP2 , IMAp3 versions (IMAP2 and IMAP4), or POp4 versions
(POP2 and POP3) for retrieving messages after delivery processing has occurred.
2:.3 Multimedia Mail
2.3.1 Standards
There are two main standards that are widely used for multimedia mail. The first
standard is the CCITT XAOO, the international standard for mail transport. XAOO
recommendation describes a functional model for a Message Handling System (MHS)
and its associated services and protocols [FBS94]. The second one is MIME (Mul-
tipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) [BF93], a new standard-track Internet format
defined by an Internet Engineering Task Force Working Group. It offers a simple
standardized way to represent and encode a wide variety of media types, including
textual data in non-ASCII character sets, for transmission via internet mail [Bor92].
MIME is an extensions for internet message format RFC 822. Some of the other
standards used on different networks are EARNS, BITNET6 , and UUCP standard.
2.3.2 Characteristics and Requirements
To create a multimedia mail service, there are several characteristics and requirements
[KGH94] to be fulfilled. They include:
• A user friendly interface allowing the user to create and restore the multimedia
messages it sends and receives.
2 DMSP : Distributed Mail System Protocol
3 IMAP : Interactive Mail Access Protocol
4 POP : Post Office Protocol
5 EARN: European Academic and Research Network
6 BITNET: Because It's Time Network
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• Fast and reliable devices and high storage capacity.
• Reasonable delay in conveying the message to the receiver.
• Required equipment such as high definition screen, audio interface, video inter-
face, and specialized softwares.
• Funetionalities requirements including conception, transfer, and restitution.
Conception includes creating the content of the message, manipulating the in-
formation and creating the parts, and composing the message. Transfer needs to
be reliable and be within reasonable delay. The restitution indudes reception,
preparation, and presentation.
2.4 Active Mail
In the attempt to increase the power and utility of electronic mail systems, a model
called Enabled Mail has been proposed [RB94]. In general, this model augments the
e-mail system by introducing computational power at several key points in the e-mail
process [RB94, 80r94]. The key points include three different phases. The first is
delivery time which occurs immediately before the message crosses the delivery slot.
The second is receipt time which occurs immediately after the message crosses the
delivery slot. And the third is activation time which occurs whenever the recipient
processes the message. An active mail is enabled mail which occurs in the third phase.
In the active mail, a message contains a program to be executed when the recipient
reads the message. This certainly will increase the utility and capability of e-mail.
However, the use of active mail is faced with some constraints induding security,
interface portability, and standardization [80r94]. Among these problems, the secu-
rity is the most critical constraint for active mail [BR93]. The use of an arbitrary
powerful programming language is not acceptable. It is possible for malicious users to
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send e-mail messages that delete the recipient's files or steal. confidential information
or cause any number of other kinds of mischief. Solution for this problem, according
to [Bor94] is simple: avoid any features of the language that can be used to do harm,
and then provide a safe subset of the removed functionality. Borenstein and Rose
[BR93] proposed a new language based on the Tel language called Safe-Tel to be
used on active mail, and in general on enabled ma.il.
2.5 Scenario Service
In most existing UAs, the message body parts (parts of the message body) are pre-
sented all together or sequentia.lly. Rather than presenting in such a simple way,
Kervella et al. [KGH94] proposed an added service called scenario service to provide
a better development of multimedia mail The user can express a scenario which
is the notion of timing and ordering of the different body parts. The scenario also
provides the substitute body part to adapt the restitution of the message depending
on the media the recipient workstation can restore.
Basically, their proposal is the implementation of an active mail for a special
purpose (scenario service). Kervella et ai. also defined a basic language used to
create a scenario. The language is actually used as a special purpose programming
tool for active mail. It can be used in a user friendly way. We can use a menu
that wiU generate code in this language. The basic scenario language consist of two
statement sets: substitution and synchronization sets. The syntax and its explanation
is presented in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4.
So far, they have proposed integration of the scenario service to the X.400-based
multimedia mail architecture. However, they have not implemented the whole ideas
of the scenario service.
Statements Action
IFNOT<bodypart narnel> presents <bodypart name2> in case the
THEN<bodypart name2> UA cannot present <bodypart namel>
IFNOT<bodypart narnel> presents a substitute text in case the UA
THEN SUBSTITUTE cannot present <bodypart namel>
<statement>&<statement> combines statements tbat are atomic
Figure 2.3 Substitution in the language
Statements Action
<bodypart name> presents the <bodypart name>
WAIT_END<statement> waits up to the end of <statement>
WAIT«value>,<statement» waits the number of seconds indicated in
<value> before presenting the <statement>
SAME_START indicates that the <statements> have to
«statement>,<.statement>) begin exactly at the same time
SAME_END indicates tbat the <statements> have to
«statement>,<statement>) finish exactly at the same time
SAME_LIMITS indicates that the <statements> have to
«statement>,<statement» begin and finish exactly at the same time
Figure 2.4 Synchronization in the language
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CHAPTER 3
SCENARIO SERVICE IN MULTIMEDIA MAIL
In this thesis, a new simple scheme is proposed to implement the scenario service
for Internet multimedia mail. The scheme is designed based on the flexibility and
mechanism for extension offered by MIME standard and scenario service. Scenario
service will simply be integrated to the user agent that support MIME. It will be an
addition to the user interface.
3.1 Multimedia Mail with MIME
As described in Section 2.2 , the model for a message handling system consists of three
components: VA, MTA, and MTS. Such a model is also valid for multimedia mail
system. The difference between the ordinary electronic mail and the multimedia mail
is in the message format (message protocol) used between two user agents. Message
format for multimedia mail must define body parts for various media types.
In the Internet community, the format standard commonly used for multimedia
mail is MIME. In order to process a MIME message, a UA may either be facilitated
by separated MIME program or has its own MIME functions. MIME program is an
implementation of MIME that supports the UA. We will describe MIME in detail
below.
As an extension of the internet mail, MIME has improved the limitations of RFC
822 which is a standard format of textual mail messages on the Internet. RFC 822
[Cro82] specifies a syntax for text messages that are sent among computer users. This
standard was intended for use in the ARPA Internet. However it has currently been
adopted, wholly or partially, well beyond the confines of the Internet. RFC 822 does
not specify a format for non-text messages, such as multimedia messages. With this
limitations, a new standard, MIME is developed by specifying a format including not
10
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only text but also non-text messages. The text is not limited to the US-ASCII, but
it could be the enriched text. MIME standardizes additional fields for mail message
headers that describe new types of content and organization for messages [Gra93]. It
defines the following new header fields:
• The MIME-Version header field, which uses a version number to declare that a
message conforms to the MIME standard.
• The Content-Type header field, which can be used to specify the type and
subtype of data in the body of message. MIME defines the following seven
kinds of content-type values.
- The Content-Type value Text, which can be used to represent textual
information.
- The Content-Type value Image, for transmitting still image data.
- The Content-Type value Audio, for transmitting audio data.
- The Content-Type value Video, for transmitting video data.
- The Content-Type value Application, for transmitting application data or
binary data.
The Content-Type value Multipart, which can be used to combine several
body parts into a single message.
- The Content-Type value Message, for encapsulating an RFC 822 format
message.
• The Content-Transfer-Encoding header field, that specifies how the data is en-
coded to allow it to pass through mail transports.
• Two header fields that can be used to further identify and describe the data in
a message body: the Content-ID and Content-Description header fields.
.-------- - -
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The seven mail content-types are enumerated as the valid ones. The mechanism for
extension is to define new subtypes of the established content-types. In general, im-
plementors are required to register new subtypes with the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (lANA) to avoid name conflicts iBor92]. However, the use of new subtypes
privately using "x-" as the beginning of the letters, may be used without registration.
It may be defined between cooperating mail composing and reading programs. When
a mail reader finds mail with an unknown content-type value, it will generally treat
it as equivalent to application/octet-stream. This subtype is used to indicate that a
body contains arbitrary binary data [BF93].
The MIME standard as we described defines aU the media types, but it does not
define the synchronization (timing and ordering) between these media.
3.2 Integration of Scenario Service to the VA
The scenario service proposed by Kervella et ai. [KGH94] allows the sender to coor-
dinate the message body parts it sends and to adapt the restitution of the message
depending on the media the recipient workstation can restore. So far, they have
proposed the scenario to be integrated to the X.400-based multimedia mail system.
We propose the scenario service to be integrated to the UA supporting MIME
standard. This would certainly add the missing element in the multimedia mail
system i.e. synchronization between media types, particularly in MIME standard. For
this purpose we define a MIME extension for scenario language. As we described in
Section 3.1, MIME defines the content type called"application". This content type is
used for most other kinds of data that do not fit into any of the other categories. Those
data could be mail-based information servers and mail-based application languages.
The scenario language is defined as the subtype of "application" content-type. The
MIME extension for this language is labeled as a MIME body part by the use of the
"application/x-scenario" .
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Since the code will be a part of a single messaget the message must be a multipart.
The multipart is a content-type value that is used to comhine several body parts into
a single message. This multipart will have at least two subparts. One of them will be
of type application/x-scenario. The other subparts will be of arbitrary types except
of type multipart and message.
The proposed scheme that enables the integration of the scenario service is illus-
trated in figure 3.1.
3.2.1 Reducing The Statements
In the basic scenario language proposed by KerveHa et ai., there are two sets of state-
ments, one for processing of body part substitution and one for the synchronization
of the body parts. However, in our implementation we simplify those statements by
reducing into five statements. We also optionally provide a geometry indicated by a
geometry string / geom as part of the statement. The string is concatenated to the
"bodypart name" delimited by a slash (j). This option is used to resize and/or to























Figure 3.1 The proposed scheme
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From the first set of statements, we use two statements:
• IFNOT < bodypart1{fyeornJ > THEN < bodypart2[jgeorn] > : presents
< bodypari2[fgeom] > in case the UA cannot present < bodypart1[Jgeom] >
• IFNOT < bodypart[/geom] > THEN SUBSTITUTION: presents a substitute
text in case the UA cannot present < bodypart [/geom] >
These statements are used to adapt the restitution of the message depending on the
media the receiver workstation can restore.
The second set that consists of six statements can be reduced into three state-
ments. We reduce the statements based on the basic components of the synchro-
nization (timing and ordering) i.e. the waiting time, sequential, and parallel or-
dering. The reducing of these statements will simplify the way to validate the sce-
nario code. It will also avoid the need to modify presentation program (e.g. pic-
ture viewer and video player). For example, to interpret the statements such as
SAME_END(< statement >,< statement» and SAME~IMITS« statement >,
< statement» as shown in figure 2.3, is not easy without modifying presentation
programs. We cannot force two or more programs to run the different statements to
finish at the same time or to begin and finish at the same time. Even, we probably
need to unify these programs as in presenting synchronized video and audio.
These three statements are given below:
• < bodypart[jgeom] > : presents the < bodypart[jgeom] > .
• WAIT(< value >,< bodypart(jgeom] » : waits the number of seconds indi-
cated in < value> before presenting < bodypart[jgeom] >.
If < bodypart[/georn] > is NULL, nothing presented.
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• PAR{ < bodypart[/geom] >/<WAIT« value >,< bodypartUgeom) »>;...} :
indicates that < bodyparts[jgeoms] > are presented in parallel maybe with the
waiting time for certain bodypart name.
With the assumption that the time i.e. the waiting time and the time of present-
ing a bodypart has been given or determined when creating the scenario, the other
statements can be represented by these three statements. However, it must be Doted
that the statements might not exactly be able to represent the statements proposed
by Kervella et al.. The timing on presenting a body part frequently depends on the
programs, devices, and the size of the body part.
A simple example of the basic scenario code could be as follow:
IFNOT videol THEN photol/512x5l2-l0+10;









From the code, we can see that the user has prepared the body parts he/she wants
to send (e.g. vide01, photol, voice!). These body parts will be presented to the
user in receiving end based on this code. If the user cannot receive the video, he/she
will see a phot01 with the size 512x512 and the position -10+10 on the screen. If
he/she cannot receive the voice, he/she will read a text. Otherwise, the vide01 and
the voice1 will be presented in two ways, first sequentially, then in parallel. In the
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latter, he/she will also see a photo2 and then video2 after 10 seconds. After finishing
the parallel presentation, 5 seconds later he/she will see a photo3.
3.2.2 Scenario Code
By using the basic language, the scenario can be created in a user friendly way. This
will be implemented by using a graphical user interface (GUI) in X-terminal. For
executing the code, we need an,interpreter. We have developed it using C language.
The scenario code wiII be sent as a part of the message in the content type value
application/x-scenario. As other parts, the code will be encoded before being sent.
It is specified by the Content-Transfer-Encoding header field. In the receiving end,
the body parts are still in their encoded form. When the message is presented each
body part will be decoded to the original form. Usually, the original form will be
stored in temporary file before presented. In the case of scenario-based presentation,
all body parts including the code will be stored in temporary files. Then, the code
will be interpreted to present the body parts which have been in files.
3.2.3 Security Issues
Since the scenario service uses the scheme of an active mail, the security issues must
be addressed. In Section 2.4, we briefly described how to overcome this problem,
namely by avoiding any features of the language that can be used to do harm.
The basic scenario language is very simple. There is no command that can be
used to do harm. Therefore, it is considered "execution safe".
CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Hardware and Software
In this Implementation we use as workstation a X-terminal connected to a Sequent
Symmetry S81. This workstation does not have audio and color video facilities but
it is still feasible for our implementation. In the future, if the workstations has been
installed with more complete multimedia facilities, it would be no more changes to
the scenario service implementation. We only need a modification to the program in
order to handle added facilities. We actually, can prepare the program to anticipate
these changes.
The Sequent operating system (Dynix/ptx) can provide facilities for concurrent
processes that are intensely needed by scenario service. For capturing sound, image,
or video clip, we can use PCs that have the capturing facilities. Then, we upload
the files to Sequent to be sent in e-mail message. As another alternative, we can use
Linux operating system for our implementation.
Since we use UNIX operating system as a platform, we create graphical user
interface (GUI) using Tcl/Tk [Ous94] and C language. GUI will allow the user to
create and restore the multimedia message in a user friendly manner.
4.2 The MH User Agent
In this implementation, we use the mailing system that have been installed in the
Sequent. The user agent available is MH, the Rand Message Handling System. As
a user agent, MH is not responsible for delivering mail. It interacts with a message
transfer system (MTS) at two interfaces (see the message handling model in Figure
2.1). First, it sends mail by placing it through a posting slot to the MTS. Second,
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it receives mail by retrieving it through a delivery slot from the MTS. The other
tasks which MH addresses are: the composition (including sending the messages),
the reading, and the organization of messages.
The MH supports four different MTS interfaces [RSS93]: SendMail, the standard
mailer for 4.2 BSD systems; MMDF and MMDF-II, the Multi-channel Memo Dis-
tribution Facility; SMTP, the ARFA Internet Simple Mail Transfer Protocol; and a
stand-alone delivery system.
4.2.1 MH Features
MH is different from other user agents. Rather than creating a large subsystem that
appears as a single command, it is a collection of separate commands which are run
as separate programs [UCI93, RSS93, RS86]. The UNIX shell is the user's interface
to MH, so that the MH can use the full power of the shell. In addition, in MH, each
message is a UNIX file, and collections of the messages (called folders) are grouped
into UNIX directories. In contrast, most other message systems store messages in a
complicated data structure within a monolithic file. Using these approaches, MH can
make extensive use of other UNIX software.
Basically, there are three main aspects of MH {UCI93j: the way the messages are
stored, the user's profile (which directs how certain actions of the message handler
take place), and the commands for dealing with messages.
4.2.2 Multimedia Mail with MH
MH can support MIME standard to provide multimedia mail capabilities by patching
it to a separate MIME program (i.e. Metamail). However, the new version of MH
contains MIME extensions. Most of the functions related to MH's multimedia are im-
plemented in one program called mhn [Swe93]. Mhn performs four functions: message
composition, message display, message scanning, and message decomposition.
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MH does not provide a visual front end for creating MIME messages. We need
to type some simple directives into the message draft. Each directive" #" indicates
a message part and identifies what type of information is to be carried in that part.
When mhn performs multimedia message composition, it is used as a simple editor.
Mhn can be invoked by a whatnow program. When it is invoked, each directive in
the message draft causes data from a file or from a command to be inserted. If a file
is not specified with the directive, then a command is used to generate the data.
There are four kinds of mhn directives: type directives, which name the type
and subtype of the content; external-type directives, which also name the type and
subtype of the content but for external access purposej the forw directives, which are
used to forward a digest of messages; and, the begin directive, which is used to create
a multipart content.
The kind of mhn directive that will be used for the implementation of scenario
service is the type directives. The following is the syntax of the type directive:
directive .. = "#" type "/" subtype
0*(";11 attribute n=" value)
[ II (II comment 11)11 ]
[ .,<" id ..>" ]
[ .. [II description IIJ II ]
[ filename ]
EDL
Type names and attributes used correspond to those used in the MIME specification.
The name of file containing the contents in native (decoded) format may optionally
be specified by the user. If the filename starts with the I character, then this gives
a command whose output is captured accordingly. If a filename is not given, mhn
will look for information in the user's profile to determine how the different contents
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should be composed. The user may include a brief description of the content. The
user also may define the JD, although by default, mho will generate a unique Content




#image/gif [Planet Earth] \
/home/tahar/MM/lib/earth.gif




In addition to directives, plaintext can be present. Plaintext is gathered, until a
directive is found or the draft is exhausted. The syntax for plaintext is as follows:
plaintext :: = [ "Content-Description: II
description EOL EOL ]
1*line
[ "#" EOt ]
.'#<It type It/" subtype
0* (n ; 1/ attribute tlC" value)
[ 1/(" comment 11)11 ]
[ 'II [1/ description II] 1/ ]
EOL
1*line
[ 1/#11 EOL )
line . -= "##" text EDL
-- interpreted as "#"text EDL
text EDL
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By default plaintext is captured as a text/plain content. However, we can override
this by starting the plaintex with #< followed by a content type specification.
To perform other functions that manipulate MIME messages, the mhn program
can be invoked directly from the shell using some kinds of options. Three main
options are:
• The -show option displays the contents (the message parts);
• The -list option enumerates the contents; and
• The -store option stores the contents into files.
4.3 Implementation
This section describes the implementation of our scheme to add the new scenano
service to the multimedia mail provided by MIL The scenario service is integrated
to the MH by creating a graphical user interface using Td/Tk on X-terminal. The
interface handles three tasks: composition, restitution, and organization of messages
in a user friendly way.
As noted earlier, MH does not provide a visual front end for creating MIME mes-
sages. The interface designed performs this function for MIL Basically, the interface
in some parts substitutes the functions of mhn's simple editor, particularly for typ-
ing the directives. The user does not need to type the directives to a message draft
directly. The component file will be created when the user visually composes the
message parts.
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In the implementation, we only need the type directive and/or plaintext for com-






The directive is the type directive as described in Section 4.2.2. The plaintext is
used by default. The body contains one or more contents (message parts). A content
consists of either a type directive or plaintex. The filename will be specified when
the user decides to attach the file as a part of message.
In this scheme, a scenario will be written after the contents (which will be present
based on the scenario) have been chosen and become the parts of the message. In-
teractively, by using graphical interface, the user can create scenario, while he/she
can also visually order the parts presented on the screen. The user can select and
determine what parts will be presented sequentially or concurrently, when this will
occur, and where the parts will be positioned on the screen and in what size. In order
to adapt the restitution of the message depending on the media, a receiver can use
the conditional statement IFNOT-THEN.
After creating a scenario, the code will be stored in a temporary file. This file has
an extension name "see". Before "attaching" the file name to the user's component
file, the scenario can be evaluated by executing it. For this purpose a code interpreter
will be invoked to run the code. If it is not appropriate the user can recreate a new
scenario. A type directive which identifies the file name must be defined. Mhn
provides a mechanism for extensions which allows to define a new subtype in the
directive.
As described in Section 3.2.2, the basic scheme proposed is by defining a new
content-type labeled application/x-scenario for scenario language. In the impIemen-
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tation, this new content-type will be a type directive with the "type" and "subtype"
are respectively "application" and "x-scenario". An example of the user's component




#image/gif [Planet Earth] \
Ihome/tahar/MM/lib/earth.gif
#video/mpg [San Fransisco] \
/home/tahar/MM/lib/frisco.mpg
#video/mpg [New York] \
/home/tahar/MM/lib/newyork.mpg
#image/jpg [Planet Jupiter] \
/home/tahar/MM/lib/jupiter.jpg
#application/x-scenario [Scenario Code] \
/home/tahar/Research/code.sce
After the composition has been performed, the next step is to send the message
or just store the message draft in a folder. The simple idea to send message using
interface is by invoking a new xterm. This is carried out simultaneously with invoking
MH's program for sending message, on the same command line. The MH's program
used is "comp" with the option -form whose argument is the name of component file
or draft. By invoking comp program, we actually open a simple editor (prompter).
However, for our purpose, we only use it to type destination address, carbon copy
(cc), subject, and probably to write the initial text. The main purpose is to send
message based on the draft that has been created, to the destination address.
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Another task handled by the user interface is the restitution of messages. The
main element of the restitution is message presentation. This is performed in two
ways: the ordinary and the scenario-based presentations. In the Section 4.2.2 we
described some mhn functions to manipulate multimedia messages. These functions
are used by both kinds of presentation. To check whether or not a message contains
scenario code, an mhn can be invoked to search for the subtype labeled x-scenario.
The important element in performing scenario-based presentation is the code in-
terpreter. This program written in C language, performs three tasks:
• to check validity of the code;
• to check whether or not the presentation facilities (e.g. picture viewer or video
player) are available in workstation. This is carried out by checking the user's
profile (mh or mhn profile) and
• to interpret the code to be executed.
The parts of the message will be stored in the temporary files to be read by the
program. Presentation of each part based on the code is carried out by creating a
child process, in which a presentation program will be executed. If the presentation
program is not available, the program will present a message window. This can
occur when interpreting the conditional statement. The interpreter is also used when
evaluating the scenario just created.
Finally, the user interface also performs the organization of the messages. MH
programs perform these tasks, while the interface provide to the user interactively.
CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
The main window of our graphical user interface for the multimedia mail system
is shown in Figure 5.1. This interface gives the user an easy way to interact with
messaging functions. The principal functions such as composing, sending, and reading
messages can be performed easily using the interface. The interface is user friendly
as required in a multimedia mail system.
Figure 5.2 shows other windows giving composition functions. Visually, the user
can select the files to be "attached" into a message body. In fact, the user was
creating a component file (message draft) containing some type directives. All the
selected files, the component form, and the body parts can be checked before ending
this operation as shown in Figure 5.3. How the form of a component file is given is
shown in Figure 5.4. The interface provides a windowing visual front end to the user
in manipulating multimedia messages.
Other windows shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 are interfaces given to create
a scenario code. All parts of the message were presented to help the user to create a
scenario for that message easily. Code is generated interactively through the window
interface. After creating a scenario, the code can be shown as given in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.10 shows how the message draft (the user's component file) is sent. A
program called xterm will be invoked to display prompter (the simple MH editor) in
which the destination address wiH be typed.
Finally, Figure 5.11 displays an example of scenario-based presentation. The
message presentation is performed on window by clicking Run button. It can be
repeated as many times as one wishes to view.
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An implementation providing a scenario service to a multimedia mail system and a
GUI are presented in this thesis. This implementation provides a better development
to multimedia mail. .This is achieved by using a simple scheme based on extension
mechanisms of MIME message format. The implementation uses the Rand Message
Handling System MH as a user agent which supports MIME. The interface developed
allows the user to create and restore the multimedia messages it sends and receives as
required in a multimedia mail service. The scenario service improves the capability
of the user agent in presenting a multimedia message.
6.2 Future Work
The implementation performs good features and fulfills requirements for a good multi-
media messaging system. However, there are some other features and another scheme
that could be developed for the future works. These features and scheme are listed
below:
• Adding geometry option to each presentation program so that the display po-
sition can be defined by the user.
• Modifying presentation program to be able to terminate in the time defined by
the user, particularly for picture viewer.
• Displaying the media (parts of message) on the same screen.
• Develop a better interface for sending multimedia message.
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• Develop a new scheme, which could interpret scenario to manipulate the body
parts without storing them in temporary files.
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The main program is the Tcl/Tk script for performing the user interface. This script
consists of a number of procedures which are interpreted by an interpreter. Another
Tcl/Tk script has special functions for creating scenario code.
The interpreter includes two programs: interpreter used when presenting message
(showsce.c) and interpreter for testing the scenario code when composing message
(testsce.c). Both are written in C language. Another program written in C is the
program tor presenting concurrently all parts of message when composing message.
This program also executes program for creating scenario code which is written in
TcljTk script. Such program is named showpar.c. These programs need the data from
MH profile (.mh_profile) to check all presentation facilities available in workstation.
To execute the program, MH.6.8 (or versions that support MIME) and TcljTk
must have been installed in the system.
A.2 Main Window
The main window or the MM-Mail+Scenario Service window is displayed when the
program (tksce) starts. This window consists of two menus, two lists, one text window
and some buttons. We will describe them briefly.
• The Message menu, displays operations which include compose new message,
send, reply, delete, and print the message(s).
• The Present menu, provides selection. A message may be presented ordinarily
or by using scenario-based presentation.
• The Folder list, the list on the left shows all current folders. Douhle clicking




• The Message list, the list on the right shows the contents of a folders. When
the tksce starts, initially it shows the contents of inbox (a special folder in
which the message(s) are stored when incorporated). Double clicking the mouse
button-Ion one, shows the message on the text window or pop up the scenario
presentation window.
• The text window, shows the header and the body of message.
The main window consists of 14 buttons. The name of the button and its functions
is presented in Figure A.I.
A.3 MM-Compose Window
The MM-compose window shows the working area where we compose a multimedia
message and create scenario for it.
• The Create-Form menu, gives an operation to create a user's component form.
We can select the type of the form either "send" or "reply". The directive of
the form is of the "type" directive. By using a browser, we select a file to be
displayed (presented) and then attach it to the form.
• The Scenario menu, performs some operations to create, show, test, and attach
the scenario code. We will describe the Scenario menu later in detail.
• The Show-Form button, shows the contents of the component form.
• The Send-To button lets us send the composed message by creating xterm
application.
• The Cancel button, cancels this session.
-
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• The Done button, ends this session.
Buttons Functions
MM-Compose To bring up the MM-Compose window.
Quit To ,quit froUl the program.
Incorporate Disable if there is no mail. Flash as soon as mail
(bitmap)
arrives and be enabled. Single click on this button
will incorporate the incoming mail into inbox.
I
Create New To create a new folder.
ReIIlove To remove a folder
Rename To rename an existing folder.
Sort To sort the contents of III folder by date.
Pack To pack the contents of a folder
Send To send a message using an Xterm application.
Reply To reply a selected message using an Xterm appl.
Move-To To move one or more selected message(s) from
one folder to another folder.
Copy-To To copy one or more selected rnessage(s) from
one folder to another folder.
Delete To delete one or more selected rnessage(s).




The buttons in main window
To create a scenario for a message, click on create menu to display a scenario window
and aU the parts of the composed message. So, while creating the scenario, we can see
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the parts of the message. The window shows six buttons and one text window. Show-
Code button shows the code that has been created on the text window. Cancel
button cancels an activities in this session and Done button ends this session.
The other three buttons: Ifnot-Then, Sequential, and Parallel perform the
main role in creating the code. Single clicking on each button will display a window.
Through this window, we create scenario code interactively. Each window shows the
list of message body parts being composed. We can select one by double clicking
mouse button-I. Every selection on the list will be followed by showing geometry
window. Each statement just created will be displayed. We can cancel or accept the
code using cancel or done button respectively. We will describe these windows (plus
geometry and wait windows) below.
1. The Ifnot-Then Windov
To create one statement:
Click on IFNOT button folloved by selection of the part, then click
THEN button followed also by selection on the list.
2. The Sequential Window
To create statements can be performed by tvo ways:
(a) Select the part on the list.
(b) Click WAIT button to determine the number of seconds, then
select the part.
3. The Parallel Windov
To create statements follov the steps as in the Sequential vindov.
The result will be the code of parallel statements.
4. The Geometry Windov
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The window shows dimension entries (vidth and height), the default
positions, and geometry (dimension and position) entry.
We can type the geometry string directly or get it from dimension
entries and/or default positions.
5. The Wait Window
To select a value, hold the mouse button-1 on scale and slide
the mouse. Release the button on the selected value.
After creating the code, from the scenario menu we can examine the code. We
can also evaluate (test) the code to see how it works. If it is appropriate, we can
attach the code to the component form. If it is not we can recreate the new scenario.
AA Scenario Presentation Window
The Scenario Presentation Window will be displayed when we view a message con-
taining scenario code using scenario-based presentation. To show the message, we
clicK mouse button-l double on the selected message. The window shows five but-
tons which have functions as follows (click on the button to activate operation):
• The Run button let us to run scenario-based presentation.
• The Show-Code button shows the scenario code.
• The Show-Text button shows the initial text of the message if it exists.
• The Cancel button cancels the session.





The main script of the program and the Makeflie are given in this section.
#
# Makefile for tksce
#
# Change these three variables to point to the directories where wish can
# be found. and where you want to install the tksce library and executable.
# To complete the configuration, you will also need to edit the file






# Do not change
# if you do.
#
anything below this, Tksca might not work correctly
TKSCE_LIB = $(LIBDIR)/tksce
TKSCE_BITMAP = $(TKSCE._LIB)IBM
TCLSRC = compose.tcl message.tcl present.tcl scenario. tel \
misc.tcl config.tcl main.tcl
PROG = showsce testsce showpar showcode showtxt msgW
# Rules
all: clean tksce scen
install: all instlib index instbitmaps
~echo Installing Tksce executable in $(BINDIR)
~cp tksce $(BINDIR)
~chmod 755 $(BINDIR)/tksce








~echo Installing library in $(TKSCE_LIB)
~for i in $(TCLSRC) $(TKSCE_RG); \
do \
cp ./lib/$$i $ (TKSCE_LIB);. \
chmod 644 $(TKSCE_LIB)/$$i; \
done
~for i in $(PROG); \
do \
cp ./lib/$$i $(TKSCE_LIB); \
chmod 755 $ (TKSCE_LIB)/$$i; \
done
instbitmaps:
~echo Installing bitmaps in $(TKSCE_BITMAP)
~mkdir $(TKSCE_BITMAP)
~chmod 755 $(TKSCE_BITMAP)
@cp -r ./lib/BM/* $(TKSCE_BITMAP)
tksca:
~echo Creating Tksce
~acho \#!$(WISH) -f >tlsce
'@echo set tksce_lib $ (TKSCE_LIB) »tksce
<Decho lappend auto_path \$$tksce_lib »tksce
<Dacho \# »tksca









~echo \#!$(WISH) -f >scen
<Decho set tksce_lib $ (TKSCE._LIB) »scen
<Decho lappend auto_path \$$tksce_lib »scen
<Decho \# »scen








~echo Creating tclIndex in $(TKSCE_LIB)
(Oecho Il auto_mldndex $(TKSCE_LIB) *.tcl; exit ll I $(WISH)
test:
(Oecho Creating test
(Qecho \'!$(WISH) -f >tksce.test
(Qecho set tksce_lib [pwdJ!lib »tksce.test






















# All gl,obal variables used! in program
# Bitmaps
set Bitmap(nomail) Il$tksce_lib/BH/noletters.xbm ll
set Bitmap(mail) U$tksce_lib/BM/letters.xbm"
# MH environment
set MH(libdir) Il/local/lib/mh ll
set MH(bindir) "/local/bin"
set MH (Path) "Mail"
set MH(Inbox) "inbox"






1; # deiconify when mail
30; # seconds to vait betveen mail
1; # open inbox on incorporate
1; I Last Message














# Commands used in as
set OScmd(cat) cat
set OScmd(mkdir) mkdir
set OScmd(rmdir) 'lI rm -r"'
set OScmd(cp) cp
set OScmd(mv) mv
set OScmd(print) "lp -d"







# Where help text found
set Help(main) "$"tksce_lib/help"
# The configuration and initialization....
# Procedure to initialize Tksce
# Read in the global variables. Check for a .tksce and a .mh_profile
# if they're not there, create them. Then read in the .tksce, .mh_profile
# and build the folder.
# --- adapted from TKMH
proc InitTksce {} {
global tksce_lib env FolList OScmd
uplevel #0 source $tksce_lib/tksce.rc
if {! [file isfile $env(HOME)/.mh_profile]} {
if [Confirm ~INo .m.h_profile!\nCan't run vithout one\n\nCreate it?\n"J {
eval exec $OScmd(cp) $tksce_Iib/dot_mh $env(HOME)/.mh_profile
MesgWin "Created $env(HOME)/.mh_profile\
\nYou need to configure it by editing .mh_profile \
in your home directory before using it!.\n"
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} else {
MesgWin "Abort nOll ...• \
\n\nIf you Ilant to run tksce again, \









# Read in the .tksce configuration file in the users home
# --- adapted from TKMH
proc ReadConfTksce {} {
global Pref Font Bitmap OScmd env tksce_lib





# Read the MH configuration file: .mh_profile in the users home
# --- adapted from TKMH
proe ReadConfMH {} {
global MH env OScmd tksce_lib
if {![file isfile $env(HOME)/.mh_profile]} {
MesgWin "I'm in trouble!\
\nNa $env(HOME) !.mh_profile ... \
\n\nI have to create a new one\n"
eval exec $OScmd(cp) $tksce_lib/dot_mh $env/(HOME)/.mh_profile
}
set FHandle [open $env(HOME)!.mh_profile r]
while {[gets $FHandle Line] ! = -1} {
regexp e(.*): [ ]*(.*)[ ]*$} $Line Line Field Value
switch -- $Field {
Path {set MH(Path) $Value}
Aliasfile {set MH(AliasFile) $Value}
Draft-Folder {set MH(Draft-Folda,r) [string trimleft $Value "-t"]}
Inbox {set MH (Inbox) [string trimleft $Value "+"]}
MailDrop {set MH(MaiIDrop) $Value}






# Check if Maildir exists, if not, Create it
if {! [file isdir [RF $MH(Path)]]} {
if [file isfile [RF $MH(Path)]] {
MesgWin II$MH(Path) is not a directoryll
exit
}
i.f [Confirm II$MH(Path) does not exist. Create it?lI] {
eval exec $DScmd(mkdir) [RF $MH(Path)]
eval exec $DScmd(mkdir) [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Inbox)]
eval exec $DScmd(mkdir) [RF $MH(Path}/$MH(Draft-Folder)]
} else {
MesgWin ItCannot run without a Mailing dir:\
\nChange your settings and try again. II
}
}
# If it still doesn't exist, exit
if {![file isdir [RF $MH(Path)]]} {
MsgWindo'll "Exiting .... ,"
exit
}
# Check if inbox and drafts exist, and create them
if {I! [file isdir [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Inbox)]]} {
if {! [fil.e isfile [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Inbox)]]} {
eval exec $DScmd(mkdir) [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Inbox)]
} else {
eval exec $DScmd(mv) [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Inbox)] \
[RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Inbox)].file
eval exec $OScmd(mkdir) [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Inbox)]
}
}
if {![file isdir [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Draft-lFolder»)]} {
if {! [file i8fil'e [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Draft-Folder)]D {
eval exec $OScmd(mkdir) [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Draft-Folder)]
} else {
eval exec $OScmd(mv) [RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Draft-Folder)] \
[RF $MH(Path)/$MH(Draft-Folder)] .file






proc MainWin {} {
global Bitmap MH env Pref Font OScmd Prog
global MDSize MDOldSize FolList Fol Msg
global Scefl Txtfl Initxt
set Fol {}
set Msg {}
Ym title . IIMM-Mail + Scenario Service'·
WID ic,onname "MMScenario ll
lim geometry . +10+10
frame .top
frame .top.mn
frame .top.mn.m1 -relief raised -borderwidth 1
frame .top.mn.m2 -relief raised -borderwidth 1
fram,e .pane
frame .pane.panel -borderwidth 5
frame .pane.pane2 -borderwidth 5
frame .mid -borderwidth 5
frame .bot -borderwidth 5
menubutton . top.mn .m1.mesg -text IIMessage" -height 1 -width 9 \
-menu .top.mn.m1.mesg.m -underline 0
menu . top. mn. ml. mesg. m
. top .mn.m1.mesg.m add command -label "New ll -command \
IICompose" -underline 0
.top.mn.m1.mesg.m add command -label IISend ll -command \
IIMsg_Send" -underline 0
.top.mn.m1.mesg.m add command -label IIReplyll -command \
IIMsg_Reply" -underline 0
.top.mn.m1.mesg.m add command -label IIDelete ll -command \
IIMsg_Delete" -underline 0
.top.mn.ml.mesg.m add command -label IIPrint ll -command \
IIMag_Print ll -underline 0
menubutton . top .mn.m1.present -text IIPresent ll -height 1 -width 9 \
-menu .top.mn.ml.present.m -underline 0
menu .top.mn.ml.present.m
.top.mn.m1.present.m add radio -label "Ordinaryll \
-variable Pres -value ord
.top.mn.m1.present.m add radio -label IIScenarioll \
-variable Pres -value see
. top .mn.m1.present.m invoke 0
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button .top .mn.m1. comp -text "'MM-Compose" -height 1 -width 13 \
-command "Compose"
button .top.mn.ml.quit -text IIQuit II -height 1 -width 9 -command \
{Rm_Temp; destroy ,.. exit}
button . top.mn.ml.help -text IIHelpll -height 1 -vidth 9 -command \
"Helpll
button .top.inc -bitmap ~$Bitmap(nomail) -command {IncMail}
button .top.mn.m2.fn -text "Create Nevil -height 1 -width 10 -command \
IICreateFol ll
button .top.mn.m2.fr -text "Remo,ve ll -height 1 -vidth 8 -command \
IIRemoveFol'1
button .top.mn.m2.pa -text IIPack" -height 1 -width 8 -command \
IIPackFol 1I
button . top.mn .m2. so -text "ISort ll -height 1 -'llidth 8 -command \
lISortFol1I
button .top.mn.m2.re -text "Rename II -height 1 -width 8 -command \
II RenameFolII
label .top.mn.m2.1 -text {} -relief raised \
-font $Font(helvm) -anchor v
scrollbar .pane.panel.scroll -relief sunken -command \
".pane.panel.list yview ll
listbox .pane.pane1.list -yscroll lI.pane.pane1.scroll set ll \
-relief sunken -geom,etry 12xl1 -setgrid 1
scrollhar .pane. pane2 '. scroll -relief sunken -command \
lI.pane.pane2.list yview"
listbox .pane.pane2.liat -yacroll lI.pane.pane2.scroll 8et ll \
-relief sunken -geometry 60xl1 -setgrid 1
label .mid.l -text {} -relief raised \








"Send ll -height 1 -width 8 -command "Mag_Send ll
"Reply" -height 1 -width 8 -command IIMsg_Reply"
"Delete" -height 1 -width 8 -command IIMsg_Delete ll
IIMove To" -height 1 -vidth 8 -command IIMsg_Move U
"Copy To" -height 1 -width 8 -command II Msg_CopyI•
IIPrint ll -height 1 -width 8 -command "Msg_Print ll
text .bot.t -yscroll lI.bot.s 5et ll -wrap vord -font $Pref(MsgFont) \
-height 21
scrollbar .bot.s -command ".bot.t yview ll
pack append .top.mn.m1 \
.top.mn.m1.mesg {left padx 10 pady 10} \
.top.mn.m1.present {left padx 10} \
.top.mn.m1.comp {left padx iO} \
.top.mn.m1.quit {left padx 10} \
. top .mn.m1.help {left padx 10}
pack .top.mn.m2.1 -side left -expand yes -fill both
pack append .top.mn.m2 \
.top.mn.m2.pa {right padx 10 pady to} \
.top.mn.m2.so {right padx 10} \
.top.mn.m2.re {right padx 10} \
.top.mn.m2.fr {right padx 10} \
.top.mn.m2.fn {right padx 10}
pack append .top.ron \
.top.ron.m1 {top expand fill} \
.top.mn.m2 {top fillx}
pack append .top \
.top.mn {left expand fillx} \
.top.inc {left padx 15}
pack append .pane.panet \
.pane.pane1.1ist {left expand fill} \
.pane.pane1.scroll {left filly}
pack append .pane.pane2 \
.pane. pane2 .list {left expand fill} \
.pane.pane2.scroll {left filly}
pack append .pane \
.pane.panet {left expand fill} \
.pane.pane2 {left expand fill}
pack .mid.l -side left -expand yes -fill both
pack append .mid \
.mid.prt {right padx 10 pady 10} \
.mid.del {right padx 10} \
.mid.cop {right padx to} \
.mid.mov {right padx 10} \
.mid.rep {right padx to} \
.mid. snd {right padx 10}
pack append .bot \
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.bot. t {left expand fill} \
.bot.s {left filly}
pack append . \
.top {top expand fill} \
.pane {top expand fill} \
.mid {top expand fill} \
.bot {top expand fill}
bind .pane.panet.list <Double-Button-l> {
if {[set Sel [GetListbox5el . pane. pane1.listJ] != {H {
FlashSel .pane.panel.list 2; OpenFol $5el;
.top.mn.m2.1 configure -text $Sel; set Fol $Sel}}
bind .pane.pane2.list <Double-Button-1> {
if {[set Msg [GetListboxSel .pane.pane2.1ist]] != {}} {
FlashSel .pane.pane2.list 2;
set Msg [GetMsgNum $Fol];
.mid.l configure -text "$Fol: $Msg";
if {$Pres == "see"} {
set exist [Find_See $Fol $Msg]
if {$exist > O} {
Present_See
} else {
MesgWin "No Scenario Code!\n Use Ordinary Presentation"
Remove_Tmp
}









.top.mn.m2.1 configure -text $Fol
}
.top.ine configure -state disabled
# Set up for keyboard-based menu traversal
bind . <Any-Focus In> {










# Procedure to remove temporary files created vhen composing message
proc Rm_Temp {} {
if [file isfile tflof] {exec rm tflof}
if [file isfile tpart] {exe,c rm tpart}
if [file isfile tformU {exec rm tform}
if [file isfile trform] {exec rm trform}
if [file i5file tsce.sce] {exec rm tsce.sce}
}
# Procedure to show help text
proc Help {} {
global Help Font
if [file isfile help] {
ShovText help 11+10+10 11 $Font(belvb) "70 11
} elseif [file i8file $HelpCmain)] {
ShovText $Help(main) 11+10+10 11 $Font(helvb) 1170 11
}
}
# Procedure for Composing Message.
proc Compose {{lI .comp}} {
global env Font Prog Lof LoForm LoPart Form direct
catch {destroy $w}
toplevel $v
lim geometry $v +0+0
lim title$'Il "Composing Message"
lim iconname $v IICompose ll






frame $w.menu -relief raised -borderwidth 1
pack $w.menu -side top -fill x
label $w.menu.l -text {} -relief raised \
-font $Font(helvm) -anchor w
menubutton $w.menu.cf -text "Create-Form" -width 12 -menu $w.menu.cf.m
menu $w.menu.cf.m
$w.menu.cf.m add cascade -label {Component Form} \
-menu $w.menu.cf.m.form
$w.menu.cf.m add cascade -label {Directives} -menu $w.menu.cf.m.direct
$w.menu.cf.m add command -label {Create} -command "Create $env(HOME)"
menu $w.menu.cf.m.form
$w.menu.cf.m.form add radio -label "Send-Form" \
-variable Form -value send
$w.menu.cf.m.form add radio -label "Reply-Form" \
-variable Form -value reply
$w.menu.cf.m.form invoke 0
menu $w.menu.cf.m.direct
$w.menu.cf.m.direct add radio -label "type" \
-variable direct -value type
$w.menu.cf.m.directadd radio -label "extern" \
-variable direct -value extern
$w.menu.cf.m.direct invoke 0
menubutton $w.menu.scen -text "Scenario" -width 9 -menu $w.menu.scen.m
menu $w.menu.scen.m
$w.menu.scen.m add command -label "Create" -command \
"Create_Seen"
$w.menu.scen.m add command -label "Show Code" -command \
"Show_ScenCode'"
$w.menu.scen.m add command -label "Test Code ll -command \
"Test_Code"
$w .. menu.scen.m add command -label "Attach Code" -command \
"Sce_Attach"
button $w.menu.sf -text "Show-Form" -height 1 -width 12 -command \
"Show_Form"
button $w.menu.send -text "Send-To" -width 9 -command "Mag_Send"
button $w.menu.cancel -text "Cancel" -width 8 -command \
UReset_List; Rm_Temp; destroy $w"
button $w.menu.done -text "Done" -width 6 -command \
"'Reset_List; destroy $w"
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pack append $w.menu \
$w.menu.cf {left padx 10 pady 2} \
$w.menu.scen {left padx 10}\
$v.menu.sf {left padx 10}\
h.menu.send {left padx 10}\
$v. menu. cancel {left padx 10}\
$w .menu. done {l,eft padx 10}
pack $v .menu.l -side left -expand yes -fill x
}
# Procedure to select file(s) and create the message parts
proc Create {{Dir .}} {
global Font env Pno OldDir
set OldDir [pvd]
cd $Dir




WID geometry $tl +10+63
lim title $tl "Select &: Create Parts"
label $tl.l -text [pwd] -relief raised \
-font $Font(helvb) -anchor W
frame $w.c
frame $w.c.b -relief raised -borderwidth 2
button :tw.c.b.home -text Home -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"cd $env(HOME); $w.l configure -text \[pwd\]; Create_Fill $v.c.dir"
button $w.c.b.ok -text OK -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"set f \[$w.e.e get\]
if {\(file isdirectory \[string trimright \$f {!}\]\] &:&: \$f != {}} {
cd \$f; set Dir \$f; Create_Fill$v.c.dir;





button $w.c.b.cancel -text Cancel -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"Reset_List; cd $OldDir; destroy $w"
button $v.c.b.done -text Done -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"Hake_File; Reset_List; cd $OldDir; destroy $w"
menubutton $tl.c.b.check -text "Check" -height 2 -width 8 \
-menu $w.c.b.check.m
set Ifl 1; set Ifo 2; set Ipa 3
menu $v.c.b.check.m
$lol.c.b.check.m add command! -label {Selected Files} \
-command IICheck_List $lfl; grab $lol; tkvait vindow $loll.
$w.c.b.check.m add command -label {Components} \
-command "'Check_List $lfo; grab $v; tkvait windoY $'illl
$y.c.b.check.m add command -label {Message Parts} \
-command I1Check_List $lpa; grab $'il; t,kllait 'ilindoY $v"
listbox $v.c.dir -relief raised -yscroll "$V.C.S set" \
-font $Font(helvb) -geometry 20x15
scrollbar $v.c.s -relief flat -command l1$v.c.dir yviev U
frame $v.e -relief raised -bordervidth 2
label $v.e.l -text uFile:" -font$Font(helvb)
entry $'ii.e.e -font $Font(helvm) -width 28
pack append $v.c.b \
$v.c.b.home {top pady I} \
$w.c.b.ok {top pady I} \
$lol. c .b . check {top pady 1} \
$v.c.b.cancel {top pady t} \
$v.c.b.done {top pady I}
pack append $v.c \
$v.c.dir {left expand fill} \
$v.c.s {left filly} \
$v.c.b {left filly}
pack append $v.e \
$v.9.1 {left} \
$'il.e.e {left padx 10 pady 10}
pack append $v \
$v.l {top fillx} \
$w.c {top expand fillx} \
$v.e {top fillx}
bind $v.e.e <Key-Return> "$v.c.b.ok invoke"
bind $w.c.dir <1> "
%W select from \ [YoW nea,rest %y\]
$v.e.9 delete 0 end
$v.e.e insert end \[selection get\)11









proc Create_Fill {list {spec {*}}} {
$list delete 0 end
$list insert end " .. 11
foreach i [lsort [eval glob -nocomplain $spec]] {
if {$i == ". II II $i == II •• "} continue
if [file isdirectory $i] {
$list insert end "$i/ ll
} else {




# Procedure to Execute selected file
proc Exec_File {flname} {
global Prog arg Eln OldDir Font
#set file [concat $OldDir/. see_profile]
set file [concat -I.mh_profile]
set fl [open $file r]
#create list of profile
while {[gets $fl line] >= O} {
set x [lsearch [split $line . - ] shov]
if {$x > -l} {





# extract name of file and its extention
# name = file name; endx = extention
set spname1 [split $flname I]
set len1 [llength $spnamel]
set name [lindex $spname1 [expr $len1-1]]
set spname2 [split $name .]
set len2 [llength $spnam,e2]
if {$len2 > 1} {set endx [lindex $spname2 [expr $len2-1J]
} else {set. endx {}}
# check device from list of profile
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set ok [Check_Pro $endxJ
if {$ok == 1} {
if {$endx == "txt"ll $endx == "see"} {
puts [eval exec $arg $flnameJ
Attach_Form $flname
} else {
eval exec $arg $flname
Attach_Form $flname
}
} elseif {$endx == 1111 I I $endx == IItxt ll } {
Sho'io1Text $flname 11-10-10 11 $Font(helvm)
Attach_Form $flname
} else {
set mesg "No player for $endx'"
eval exec $Prog(msgW) -geometry -10+63 $mesg }
}
# Proc,edure for checking profile (from mh_profile)
proc Check_Pro {end} {
global result arg Eln
set result 0
foreach ele $Eln {
set argO [lindex $ele OJ
set spty [split $argO :-]
set type [lindex $spty 2J
if { $type == "application/xII } { set type [lindex $spty 3J }
s'io1itch $type {
lIimage ll {if {$end == Itgif ll II tend == "j pg ll} {




II v ideo" {if {tend == "mpg ll III $end == "mpeg ll } {




"application/Postscript ll {if {$end == II pS Il} {




"text '" {if {$end == "txt ll } {





"scenario" {if {$end == "sce"} {








proc Attach_Form {flname} {




WID geometry $w +380+350
WID. title $w "Attachment"
WID geometry $w 250x150
label $w.l -text "Attach this file?" -relief raised \
-font $Font(helvb) -anchor center
frame $w.c -relief raised -borderwidth 2
button $v.c.ok -text OK -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"lappend Lof $flname; Make_FormPart $flname; \
destroy $v"
button $w.c.no -text NO -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"destroy $lJ"
pack $lJ.c.ok $w.c.no -side left -padx 5 -pady 5 -expand 1




# Procedure to make component form and parts of message body
proc Make_FormPart {flname} {
global direct Pno
if {$direct == "type"} {
set Desc [In_TypDirective $flname]
Make_TypLFoPa $flname $Pno $Desc
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incr Pno
} elseif {$direct == "extern"} {
MesgWin "extern is NOT implemented yet!"
}
}
# Procedure of Inputting Type directive
proc In_TypDirective {fname {w .desH {
global dascr Font direct
catch {destroy $~}
toplevel $w
wm geometry $v +380+550
wm title $~ "Directive"
'iol1I1 iconname $w I1Dir"
set spnamel [split $fname /]
set lenl [llength $spname1J
set name [lindex $spnamel [expr $len1-1]]
frame $w.top -relief raised -border 1
label$w.top.mesg -text "Description for $name?" \
-font $Font(helvb) -width 40 -anchor center
frame $~.ent -relief raised -borderwidth 2
label $~.ent.l -text "Description: " -font $Font(helvb)
entry $w.ent.e -font $Font(helvm) -~idth 28
frame $w.bot -relief raised -border 1
frame $w.bot.mid -relief sunken -border 1
button $w.bot.mid.ok -text OK -width 4 -command \
"set descr \[$w.ent.e get\]; destroy $w"
pack $w.top $v.ent $v.bot -side top -fill both
pack $w.top.mesg -side left
pack append $w.ent \
$w.ent.l {left} \
$w. ent. e {left padx 10 pady to}
pack $v.bot.mid -expand yes -padx 10 .,..pady 10
pack $'ll.bot.mid.ok -expand yes -padix 6 -padiy 6








# Procedure of making the list of Form and Part of the type directive
proc Make_TypLFoPa {fname x desc} {
global LoForm LoPart
set spname1 [split $fname IJ
set len1 [llength $spname1J
set name [lindex $spname1 [expr $len1-1]]
set spname2 [split $name .J
set len2 [llength $spname2J
if {$len2 ) 1} {set endx [lindex $spname2 [expr $len2-1]J
} else {set endx {}}
switch $endx {
'"gif" { lappend LoForm [concat "#image!gif" \ [$des c\J \ \J
1append LoForm $fname
lappend LoPart [coneat "image/gif!$x.gif" \[$desc\JJ
}
"jpg" { lappend LoForm [concat U#image!jpg" \[$desc\J \\J
1append LoForm $fname
1append LoPart [coneat "image/jpg!h.jpg't \[$desc\]]
}
"mpg" { lappend LoForm [eoncat "#video/mpeg" \ [$desc\J \\]
lappend LoForm $fname
lappend LoPart [eoncat "video!mpeg!$x.mpg" \ [$desc\]J
}
"sce" { lapp end LoForm \





"ps" {lappend LoForro \
[concat "#application/Postscript" \ [$desc\J \ \J
lappend LoForm $fname
lappend LoPart \
[concat "application/Postscript!$x. ps" \ [$desc\]]
}
"txt" { lappend LoForm [concat "#t ext/plain" \ [$desc \J \ \J
lappend LoForm $fname
lappend LoPart [concat "text!p1ain!$x.txt" \[$desc\]]
}
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uu { lappend LoForm \







# Check all selected files
proc Check_List {ltype {v .r}} {
global Lof LoForm LoPart
catch {destroy $v}
toplevel h
vm geometry $'11 +380+120
wm title $'11 "Checking List"
wm iconname $'11 "'CheckList"
vm minsiz·e $'11 1 1
frame $v.c
frame $v.c.b -bordervidth 10
button $v.c.b.ok -text OK -height 2 -width 8 -command'
"'destroy $'11"
scrollbar $v.c.scroll -relief sunken -command "$v.c.list yviev"
listbox $v.c.list -yscroll "$v.c.scroll set" -relief sunken'
-geometry 35xl0 -setgrid 1
pack $v.c.b.ok -side top -pady 10
pack append $v.c \
$'11. c . list {left expand fill}\
$v.c.scroll {left filly}'
$v.c.b {left filly}
pack append $'11 ,
h. c {top expand fillx}
syitch $ltype {
"111' { if ULof == {}} {
$w.c.list insert 0 "No list of files!"
} else {
foreach part [lrange $Lof 0 end] {






112" { if {$LoForm == {}} {
$w.c.list insert 0 "No Component form!"
} else {
foreach part [lrange $LoForm 0 end] {




"3" { if {$LoPart == {}} {
$w.c.list insert 0 "No list of parts~"
} else {









# Procedure to make all temporary files
proc Make_File {} {
global OldDir MH
cd $OldDir; # Change directory to the Previous dir
# Making a file of the List of selection files
global Lof
set fd [open tilof w]




# Making a file of the List of Body Parts
global LoPart
set fd [open tpart w]




# Making a file of the list of component form
global LoForm Form
if {$Form == "send"} {
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..
#if [file isfile tform] {













#} else { MesgWin "No Form!" }
} elseit {$Form == Illreply"} {
if [file isfile $MH(libdir)!replcomps] {
#if [file isfile trform] {
eval exec cp $MH(libdir)/replcomps trform #copy file
set fd [open trform a]




#} else { MesgWin "'No Form! "}
} else { MesgWin "No Reply Component!" }
}
}
# Procedure to show the Code
proc ShoW'_$cenCode {} {
global Prog Font
if [file isfile tsce.sce] {
ShowText tsce.sce "+220+210" $Font(helvm)
} else {MesgWin tlNo Scenario Code!"}
}
# Procedure to, create scenario
proc Create_Seen {} {
global Prog
if [file isfile tflof] {
eval exec $Prog(showpar) tflof $Prog(scen)
} else {MesgWin "No List of files!"}
}
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# Procedure to test the scenario code
proc Test_Code {} {
global Prog
set w .comp
if {( [file isfile ts·ce. see]) U ([file isfile tflof])} {
eval exec $Prog(testsce) tsce.sce tflof $Prog(msgW)
} else {Me,sgWin "No Code or List of files! "}
}
# Procedure to show the component form
proc Show_Form {} {
global Prog Form Font
if {$Form == Iisend"} {
if [file isfile tform] {
ShowText tform "+220+210" $lFont(helvm)
} else {MesgWin "No component file! II}
} elseH {$Form == "reply"} {
if [file isfile trform] {
ShowText trform "+220+210" $Font(helvm)
} else {MesgWin "No component file!"}
}
}
# Procedure to reset and empty the lists
proc Reset_List {} {






# Procedure Msg_Send {}




WID geometry $w +20+180
WID title $w "Sending Message"
WID iconname tw "s,end"
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set a Form; set b Ne'll; set c Draft
frame $'Il.menu -relief raised -border'llidth 1
message $w.ms -font $Font(helvb) -relief raised \
-'Ilidth 500 -borderllidth 1 -text" NOTES:
Message will be sent using comp through
xterm application ...
- After completing message use <Control-D>.
- It 'Ili11 ask you to respond whatnow? prompt.
- Type? (or help) for more information.'"
menubutton $v.menu.send -text "Send" -height 2 -width 8 \
-menu $w.menu.send.m
menu $w.menu.send.m
$w.menu.send.m add command -label "Form" -command "XCompSend $a"
$'il.menu.send.m add command -label "Ne'il" -command tlXCompSend $b"
$.... menu.send.m add command -label "Draft" -command "XCompSend $c"
button $.... menu.cancel -text "Cancel" -height 2 - ...idth 8 -command\
"destroy $..."
button $g.menu.done -text uDone ll -height 2 -width 8 -command\
"destroy $..."
pack append $'Il.menu \
$w.menu.send {top padx 2 pady 2}\
$v.menu.cancel {top padx 2}\
$w.menu.done {top padx 2}
pack append $w \





# Procedure to send message through xterm session
proc XCompSend {s} {
set geom -50-40
set title IISend $s-Message"
if {$s == IIFormll} {
if [file isfile tformJ {
exec xterm -T $title -geometry$geom -8 camp -form tform
} else { MesgWin IINo Form!1I }
} elseH {$s == liNe'll"} {
exec xterm -T $title -geometry$geom -e comp;#make the new one
} elseit {$s == "Draft"} {
MesgWin "Not implemented yet!"
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# exec xterm -T $title -geometry $geom -e comp -use $MsgDraft;
}
}
# Procedure to reply to a message
proc Msg_Reply {{~ .repl}} {
global Font Fol Msg
catch {destroy $~}
toplevel $v
Wi geometry $!;l +20+180
Wl title $'11' "Reply Message"
Wi iconname $'11' "reply"
set a Form; s,et b Nform; set c Draft
#get message from the list
set fol $Fol
set Msg [GetMsgNum $fol]
frame $!;l.menu -relief raised -border'll'idth 1
message $'II'.ms -font $Font(helvb) -relief raised \
-vidth 500 -bordervidth 1 -text" NOTES:
A reply to a message viII be sent using
xterm application ...
- After completing message use <Control-D>.
- It viII ask you to respond vhatnov? prompt.
- Type? (or help) for mora information."
"Form" -command "XReply $a"
"Without-Formlf -command "XReply $b"










button $v.menu.cancel -text "Cancel" -height 2 -width 8 -command\
"destroy $W'I
button $v.menu.done-text "Done" -height 2 -~idth 8 -command\
"destroy $~"
pack append $w.menu \
$~.menu.rep {top padx 2 pady 2}\
$w.menu.cancel {top padx 2}\
$w.menu.done {top padx 2}
pack append $'11' \
$w.ms {left expand fill}\




# Procedure to send message through xterm session
proc XReply is} {
global MH Fol Msg
set geom -50-40
set title "Reply $s-Message"
if {$s == "Form"} {
if {($Fol != {}) tt ($Msg != {}}} {
if [file isfile trform] {
set rform [concat [pwd]/trform]
exec xterm -T $title -geometry $geom -e repl +$Fol $Msg -form $rform;
} else { MesgWin "No Form!" }
} else {
MesgWin "No message viII be replied!"
}
} elseit Us == "Nform"} {
if {($Fol != {}) t& ($Msg != {})} {
exec xterm -T $title -geometry $geom -e repl +$Fol $Msg; #without form
} else {
MesgWin "No message will be replied!"
}
} elseit {$s == "Draft"} {
MesgWin "Not implemented yet !'"
}
}
# Procedure Hsg_Shov {Fol Msg}




if [vinfo exists tv] {
$w.t configure -state normal
$v.t delete 0.0 end
$w.t insert end [exec $MH(bindir)/shov +$Fol $Msg -nopause]
return
}







# Move $Msg from $FromFol to $ToFol, append as last
# --- Adapted from TKMH
proc Msg_Move {} {
global MH OScmd Fol
set y1 .bot
set Y2 .mid
if {[set ToFol [Ask {Move To Folder?}]] != {}} {
if [cony_listbox_seq $Fol movemsgs] {
# read in the sequences
set movemsgs [cony_seq $Fol movemsgs]
set allmsgs [cony_seq $Fol allmsgs]
set first [lsearch $allmsgs [lindex $movemsgs 0]]
set last [lsearch $allmsgs [lindex $movemsgs \
[expr [llength $movemsgs] -1]]]
set firstMsg [expr [FindLastFile $ToFol] + 1]
set NeuMsg $firstMsg
foreach Msg $movemsgs {




del_from_seq $Fol allmsgs $first-$last
del_seq $Fol movemsgs
Cache:Write [RF $MHCPath)!$Fol!.xmhcache] \
[lreplace [Cache:Read [RF $MH(Path)!$Fol/.xmhcacheJ] $first $last]
append_seq $ToFol allmsgs $firstMsg-last
Cache:Append [RF $MH(Path)/$ToFol!.xmhcache] \
[split [exec $MH(bindir)/scan +$ToFol $firstMsg-last] "\n"]
ScanFol $ToFol
ScanFol $Fol
$Yl.t delete 0.0 end






# Copy $Msg from $Fol to $ToFol, append as last. use seq eopymsg
# --- Adapted from TKMH
proe Msg_Copy {} {
global MH OScmd Fol
set v1 .bot
set v2 .mid
if {[set ToFol [Ask {Copy To Folder?}]] != {}} {
if [eonv_listbox_seq$Fol copymsgs] {
# read in the sequences
set copymsgs [cony_seq $Fol eopymsgs]
set firstMsg [expr [FindLastFile $ToFol] + 1]
#copy the messages
set NevMsg $firstMsg
foreach Msg $copymsgs {




# adapt the ToFol seq, cache and display
del_seq $Fol copymsgs
append_seq$ToFol allmsgs $firstMsg-last
Cache:Append [RF $MH(Path)/$ToFol!.xmhcache] \
[split [exec $MH(bindir)!scan +$ToFo1 $firstMsg-Iast] "\n"]
set Fol $ToFo1
ScanFol $Fo1
$vl.t delete 0.0 end





# delete a message, or a range of messages, reading the sequence
# delmsgs from the .mh_sequences file
# --- Adapted from TKMH
proc Msg_Delete {} {
global MH OScmd Pref Fo1
set v1 .bot
setv2 .mid
if [conv_1istbox_seq $Fol delmsgs] {
# read in the sequences
set delmsgs (conv_seq $Fol delmsgs]
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set al1msgs [conv_seq $Fol allmsgsJ
set first [lsearch $allmsgs [lindex $delmsgs 0]]
set last [lsearch $allmsgs [lindex $delmsgs \
[expr [llength $d,elmsgsJ -l]]J
#delete the files
,eval exec $MH (bindir)!rmm +$Fol $delmsgs
if {!$Pref(BackupMsg)} {
foreach Mag $delmsgs {
if {! [file isfile [RF $MH(Path)/$Fol!. $Msg] J} break
eval exec $OScmd(rm) [RF $MH(Path)!$Fol!.$Msg]
}
}
#adapt the s,equences and the message cache
del_from_seq $Fol allmsgs $first-$last
del_seq $Fol delmsgs
Cache:Writa [RF $MH(Path)!$Fol/.xmhcacheJ \
[lreplace [Cache:Read [RF $MH(Path)!$Fol!.xmhcache]J $first $last]
# adapt the display if there is one
ScanFol $Fol
$wl.t delete 0.0 end
$w2.1 configure -text {}
}
}
# Procedure to print message(s)
# --- Adapted from TKMH
proc Msg_Print {} {
global OScmd MH Fol Msg
set Msgs [GetMsgNum $Fol 10J
if {$Msgs != {}} {
if {[set printer [Ask {Printer used: lp [-d?]}]] != {}} {
set OScmd(print) [concat $OScmd(print)$printer]
if {![regsub "'l.f" $OScmd(print) {[RF $MH(Path)!$Fol!$Msg]} \
PrintCmdJ} {
set PrintGmd "$OScmd(print) {[RF $MH(Path)!$Fol!$Msg]}"
}







# Procedure to present message based on scenario code
proc Present_See {{v .pl}} {
global Scefl Initxt Fol Msg
catch {destroy $y}
toplevel $y
\lIJl geometry $v +0+0
\lIJl title $w "Scenario Presentation: $Fol: $Msg"
\lIJl iconname $y "ScePresent"
vm geometry $w 1000x76,O
frame $v.menu -relief raised -bordervidth 1
pack $v.menu -side top -fill x
button $v.menu.run -text Run -height 1 -vidth 7 -command \
"Exec_See $'101'''
button $v.menu.sce -text Show-Code -height 1 -width 11 -command \
"Shov_Sce"
button $v.menu.txt -text Shoy-Text -height 1 -width 11 -command \
"Show_Text"
button $'il.menu.caneel -text Cancel -height 1 -llidth 7 -command \
"Remove_Tmp; destroy $w"
button $'il.menu.done -text Done -height 1 -'ilidth 7 -command \
"Remove_Tmp; destroy $w"
paek $'il.m,enu.run $w.menu.8ce $w.menu.txt $ll.menu.caneel\
$w.menu.done -side left
}
# Procedure to find scenario code in the message
proc Find_See {Fol Msg} {




exee mho -store +$Fol $Msg 2> part
set fl [open part r]
'ilhile {[gets $fl line] >= O} {
set spline [split $line]
set In [llength $splineJ
set endx [lindex $spline [expr $1n-l])
set y [lsearch [split; $endx /.] txt]
if {$y > O} {
set eln [llength [split$endx IJ)
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set Txtfl [lind,ex [split $endx IJ [expr $eln-l]]
set txt $Txtfl
setelnn [llength [split $txt .]]
set prt [string trimright $txt .txt]
set prt [string trimleft $prt $Msg]
set prt [string trimleft $prt .]
set z [lindex [split $txt .] [expr $eInn-2]J
if {$z == 1} {
set Initxt 1
set w .bot
$w.t configure -state normal
$w.t delete 0.0 end
$w.t insert end \




set xsce [lsearch (split $endx I.J see]
if {$xsce > O} {
set ein [llength [split $endx /]]






# Execute Scenario code
proc Exec_See {w} {
global Prog Scefl Initxt
if [file isfile $SceflJ {
eva! exec $Prog(showsce) $Scefl $Initxt $Prog(msgW)
} else {MesgWin "No Scenario Coda!"}
}
# Procedure to show scenario code
proc Show_Sce {} {
global Prog Scefl Font
if [file isfile $SceflJ {
ShowText $Scefl "+220+210" $Font(helvm)
} else {MesgWin "No Scenario Code!"}
}
# Procedure to show scenario code
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proc Show_Text {} {
global Prog Txtfl Font
if {$Txtfl != Utt ([file isfile $Txtfl])} {
ShowText $Txtfl "+220*210" $Font(helvm)
} else {
MesgWin "No Initial Text in the message!"
}
}
# Remove temporary files
proc Remove_Tmp {} {
set fl [open part r]
while {[gets $fl line] >= O} {
set spline [split $line]
set In [llength $spline]
set endx [lindex $spline [expr $ln-1]]
eval exec rrn $endx
}
close $fl
eval exec rm part
}
# Procedure to show text on a window
proc ShowText {flnarne geom font fwd 60} {w .wtxt}} {
catch {destroy $w}
toplevel $'01
WID title $'11 "$flnarne"
WIn iconnarne $w "$flname"
wm geometry $'01 $geom
set OScmd(cat) cat
button $'01. ok -text OK -command "destroy $'01"
text $'il.t -relief raised -bd 2 -yscrollcommand "$w.s set" \
-setgrid 1 -width $wd -height 20 -font $font
scrollbar $1l.S -relief flat -command "$w.t yvie'll"
pack $v.ok -side bottom -fill x
pack $'01.s -side right -fill y
pack $w. t -expand yes -fill both
$w. t insert end [exec $OScmd(cat) $flnarne]
$'01.t mark set insert 0.0





# Procedure to show any message




'IrlIIl title $w "Messages"
'iolIIl iconname $w "messages"
frame $w.top -relief raised -border 1
frame $ll.bot -relief raised -border 1
message $w.top.name -font $Font(norm) -text "$mesg" \
-width 300 -justify left
frame $w.bot.mid -relief sunken -border 1
button $w.bot.mid.ok -text OK -command "destroy $w" -width 4
pack $ll.top $w.bot -side top -fill both -expand yes
pack $w.top.name -side left
pack $w.bot.mid -expand yes -padx 10 -pady 10





# The Procedures below lleTe adapted from the TKMH (a Tk GUI for MH) #
#---------------------------------------------------------------------#
# Procedure IncMail {}
proc IncMail {} {
global MH Bitmap Pref Fol
if {[catch {exec $MH(bindir)/inc +$MH(Inbox)}] == 1} {
MesgWin "Something llrong with the Maildrop file! \




.top.inc configure -bitmap ~$Bitmap(nomail} -state disabled





.top.mn.m2.l configure -text $Fol
}
}
# Procedure Loop {}
proc Loop {} {
global PreJ
CheckForMail
if {![winfo exists .J} {exit}
after [expr $Pref(Delay) * 1000] Loop
}
# CheckForMail {}
proc CheckForMail {} {
global MH Bitmap Pref
global MDSize MDOldSize




set MDSize [file size $MH(MailDrop)]
if {$MDSize > $MDOldSize} {
# There is new mail
if $Pref(Delcon) {wm deiconify 'J raise .}
.top.inc configure -bitmap ~$Bitmap(mail) -state active
WID iconbitmap . ~$Bitmap(mail)
.top.inc flash; .top.inc flash
}
if {$MDSize < $MDOldSize && $MDSize <= 1} {
# The maildrop file must be emptied by something else
.top.inc configure -bitmap lD$Bitmap(nomail) -state disabled
wm iconbitmap . ~$Bitmap(nomail)
}
}
# CreateFolList {{cache 1} {cachefile .folders}}
# Fill the global var FolList with the foldernames. cache controls
# wether the cache should be read or not
proc CreateFolList {{cache 1} {cachefile .folders}} {
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global MH FolList
if {$cache &&; [file isfile [RF $MH(Path)/$cachefile]]} {
set FolList [Cache: Read [RF$MH (Path) I$cachefile]]
} else {
set FolList {}
dofolders [RF $MH(Path)] FolList
Cache:Write [RF $MH(Path)/$cachefile] $FolList
}
}
It RF {FileName {Prefix $env(HOME)}}
It Prepend a file or directory name with the Prefix if the name is not
# absolute (doesn't begin "'lith 'I'). Return this name.
proc RF "FileName {Prefix $env(HOME)}" {






proc Cache:Read cachefile {
if {![file exists $cachefile]} {
MesgWin "No such cache file: $cachefile.\n"j return {}
}
set List {}
set Fhandle [open $cachefile r]






# Cache:Write {cachefile List}
It read or lI'rite a cache file line by line and translate each line to
It a list element or vv. Cache:Read returns the List.
proc Cache:Write {cachefile List} {
set Fhandle [open $cachefile w]




proc Cache:Append {cachefile List} {
set Fhandle [open $cachefile a+J
foreach Element $List {puts $Fhandle $Element}
close $Fhandle
}
# FlashSel {w {num 1} {delay 50}}
# Flashes the current selection in $1Il $num times. delay gives the
# delay between flashes.
proc FlashSel {Ill {num 1} {delay 50}} {
set bgopt [$Ill configure -selectbackground]
set fgopt [$1Il configure -selectforeground]
set oldbg [lindex $bgopt [expr [llength $bgoptJ - l]J
set oldfg [lindex $fgopt [expr [llength $fgopt] - 1]]
for {set i a} {$i < $num} {incr i} {
$J.l configure -selectbackground $oldfg
$w configure -selectforeground $oldbg; update
after $de1ay
$w configure -se1ectbackground $oldbg
$1Il configure -selectforeground $oldfg; update
}
}
# GetListboxSel {Listbox maxnum}
# Get the current selection list from the named listbox. Return a list
# with a maximum num.ber of maxnum members if there is a selection,
# return {} if none. defaults to one entry return
# TODD: maybe more efficient coding ....
proc GetListboxSel {Listbox {maxnum 1}} {
global Result




foreach Sel $Sels {
lappend Result [$Lis.tbox get $Se1]
}
if {[llength $Resu1t] <= $maxnum} {
return $Result
}
return [lrange $Result 0 [expr $maxnum - 1]]
}
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# GetMsgNum {Fol maxnum}
# Get the message number from the selected message in the Folder
# list and return it. maxnum is the maximum number of messages,
# defaults to 1.
proc GetMsgNum {Fol {maxnum 1}} {
set Result {}
if [eonv_Hstbox_seq $Fol selmsgsJ {
set msgs [conv_seq $Fol selmsgs]
del_seq $Fol selmsgs
return [lrange $msgs 0 [expr $maxmm. - 1]]
} else {return {}}
}
# FindLastFile {Fol}
# Find the last file in a folder, and return it.




set List [Isort -integer \
[glob -nocomplain {[0-9]} {[0-9J [0-9]} {[0-9J [0-9J [O-9]} \
{[0-9] [0-9] [0-9J [0-9]} {[0-9] [0-9] [0-9] [0-9] [0-9]}]]
set LastMsg [lindex $List [expr [llength $List] - 1]]






# dofolders { dir lstname {path {}}}
# approximate substitute for the MH folders command, thanks to
# Mark Moraes (moraes~deshalil.com) --from TKMH
proc dofolders {dir lstnam,e {path {}}} {
upvar 1 $lstname 1st
set f [open "I/bin/ls $dir" r]
llhile {[gets $f line] >= O} {
if {[regexp {-,?[O-9]+$} $line]} {
continue
}
catch {file stat $dir/$Hne st}
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if {$st(type) == "directory"} {
lappend 1st "$path$line"
if Ost (nlink) > 2} {











set curYvie~ [lindex [$Il.scroll get] 2]
$~.list delete 0 end
foreach Fol $List {




# OpenFol {Fol force}
# Create a vindov in vhich the headers from messages in $Fol can
# be displayed. use ScanFol to read the messages. if force is 1.
# a folder resean is forced




set NumMsg [ScanFol $Fol]
if $Pref(LastMsg) {
set height [lindex [split [lindex [$v.list configure -geometry]\
4] "x"] 1]





# Fill the Folder ~indow with the message headers. using the MH scan
# command.
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proc ScanFol {Fol {force OJ} {
global MH
set v .pane .pane2
if {$force I I !(file isfile [RF $MH(Path)/$Fol/.xmhcache]]
II [file mtime [RF $MH(Path)I$FolJ] > \
[file mtime [RF $MH(Path)/$Fol/.xmhcache]]} {
if [catch {exec $MH (bindir) / scan -t$Fol} Msgs] {
Cache:Write [RF $MH(Path)!$Fol/.:xmhcache] {}
del_seq $Fol allmsgs
if [vinfo exists h] {$v.list delete 0 end}
return 0
}
set Msgs [split $Msgs "\n"]
set MsgnUIll.s [exec $MH(bindir)/pick]
Cache:Write [RF $MH(Path)I$Fol/.xmhcache] $Msgs
'Ilrite_seq $Fol allmsgs
} else {
set Msgs [Cache:Read [RF $MH(Path)!$Fol/.xmhcache]]
'Ilrite_seq $Fol allmsgs
}
set curYview [lindex [$v.scroll get] 2]
$w.list delete 0 end





# Create the Folder 'Ilith some checks. returns List of folders it created
proc CreateFol {} {
global MH OScmd FolList
if {[set NevFol [Ask {Folder to Create?}]] != O} {
if {[string first { } $Ne'llFol] != -1} {





foreach name [split $Ne'llFol "I"] {
if {$dummy == {}} {set dummy $name} \




foreach dir $dirs {
if [file isfile [RF $MH(Path)/$dir]J {
MesgWin U$dir already exists as a file"
return
}
if [file isdirectory [RF $MH(Path)/$dir]] {continue}
eval exec $OScmd(mkdir) [RF $MH(Path)/$dir]
lappend FolList $dir
}
sat FolList [lsort $FolList]





# Renumber the files in the folder so that they vill go from
# l-nummessages, also delete files starting vith a , vhich are
# backup files from deleted messages.
# TODO: implement it
proc PackFol {} {
global MH Fol




# Remove the folder, ask for confirmation
proc RemoveFol {} {
global MH OScmd FolList Fol
set w .pane.pane2
if {$Fol == $MH(Inbox) II $Fol == $MH(Draft-Folder)} {
MesgWin uYou can't delete your drafts or inbox folders!\n"
return 0
}
if [Confirm "Remove $Fol?"] {
eval exec $OScmd(rmdir) [RF $MH(Path)/$Fol)
set i [lsearch -exact $FolList "$Fol"]
set FolList [lreplace $FolList $i Ii]
while {[set i [lsearch -regexp $FolList 1·-$Fol/"]] != -l} {
set FolList [lreplace $FoIList $i Ii]
}
Cache:Write [RF $MH(Path)/.folders] $FolList
DisplayFols
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# SortFol {Fol} then Scan folder.
proc SortFol {} {
global MH Fol
catch {exec $MH(bindir)/sortm +$Fol -noverbose}
ScanFol $Fol
}
proc RenameFol {} {
global MH DScmd FolList Fol
set w .top.mn.m2
set NewName [Change Folder $Fol "Rename to" {} 25J
if {$NevName == {}} {return O}
if {[lsearch -exact $FolList "$NewName"J t- -1} {
if {![Confirm "$NewName already exists!




eval exec $OScmd(mv) [RF $MH(Path)/$FoIJ [RF $MH(Path)/$NewName]
set i [lsearch -exact $FolList "$Fol"]
set FolList [lreplace $FolList $i $i]
while {[set i [lsearch -regexp $FolList 1I~$Fol/"]J != -1} {
regsub "~$Fol\(.*\)$" [lindex $FolList $i] "$NewName\\1" REGSUB
set FolList [lreplace $FolList $i $i $REGSUBJ
}
lappend FoIList$Ne'WNama
set FolList [Isort $FolList]




$w.l configure -text $Fol
return 1
}
# read_seq {Fol seqname}
# returns the sequence $seqname list from $Fol
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proc read_seq {Fol seqname} {
global HH
if {[catch {open [RF $HH(Path)/$Fol/.mh_sequences] r} in] -- O} {
while {[gets $in Line] != -1} {
if [regexp II-$seqname:" $Line] {









# write_seq {FaI seqname {List {}}}
# writes the messages from list to the sequence. if list is empty, it
# viII write all messages. returns a on success. else a number
proc write_seq {Fol seqname {List {}}} {
global MH
catch {eval exec $MH(bindir)/pick +$Fol -sequence $seqname $List}
}
# del_seq {Fol seqname}
# remove the s'equence seqname
proc del_seq {Fol seqname} {
global MH
catch {exec $HH(bindir)/mark -delete all -sequence $seqname}
}
# append_seq {Fol seqname seq}
proc append_seq {Fal seqname seq} {
global HH
catch {exec $MH(bindir)/mark -add $seq -sequence $seqname}
}
# del_from_seq {Fol seqname seq}
proc del_from_seq {Fol seqname seq} {
global HH
catch {exec $MH(bindir)/mark -delete $seq -sequence $seqname}
}
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# cony_seq {Fol seqname}
# output a list of Message numbers, corresponding to the entries
# in $seqname. returns nothing if seq doesn't exist ...
proc cony_seq {Fol seqname} {
global MH
if [catch {eval exec $MH(bindir)/pick +$Fol \
[read_seq $Fol $seqname]} Msgnums] {
return {}
} else {
return [split $Msgnums lI\n ll ]
}
}
# conv_listbox_seq {Fol seqname}
# convert the listbox selection in the folder window belonging to
# $Fol to a sequence in .mh_sequences in $Fol. return 0 if no
# selection
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proc conv_Hstbox_seq {Fol seqname} {
if {[set indices [.pane.pane2.1ist curselection]] == {}} {return O}
set first [!index $indices 0]
set last [!index $indices [e.xpr [llength $indices] - 1]]
write_seq $Fol $seqname [lrange [cony_seq $Fol allmsgsJ $first $last]
return 1
}
# seq_index {Fol seqname}
# return the indices of the messages in $seqname for further use in
# listboxes and lists.
proc seq_index {Fol seqname} {
set msgs [cony_seq $Fol $seqname]
set all [cony_seq $Fol allmsgs]
set indices {}
foreach msg $msgs {










vm title .ask Question
vm geometry .ask +15-15
frame . ask. e -relief raised -border~lidth 2
message .ask.e.msg -font $Font(helvb) -text" $Question" \
-anchor v -vidth 300
entry .ask.e.e -width 40
frame .ask.b
button .ask.b.ok -text "OK" -command \
{set Result [.ask.e.e get]; destroy .ask}
button .ask.b.cancel -text "Cancel" -command {set Result {};\
destroy .ask}
pack append .ask.e \
.ask.e.msg {top fillx pady 10} \
.ask.e.e {top pady 20 padx 30}
pack append .ask.b \
.ask.b.ok {top expand fill} \
.ask.b.cancel {top expand fill}
pack append .ask \
.ask.e {left filly} \
.ask.b {left filly}
focus .ask.e.e
bind .ask.e.a <Return> {.ask.b.ok invoke}










gm title .confirm Confirm
gm geometry .confirm +15-15
frame .confirm.m -relief raised -borderwidth 2
message .confirm.m.m -font $Font(helvb) -text $Msg -vidth 200 -anchor w
frame .confirm.b
button .confirm.b.yes -text "Yes" -width 8 \
-command {set Result 1; destroy .confirm}
button .confirm.b.no -text "Noll -~idth 8 \
-command {set Result 0; destroy .confirm}
pack append . confirm.m \
.confirm.m.m {top padx 20 pady 20}
pack append .confirm.b \
.confirm.b.yes {top expand fill} \
.confirm.b.no {top expand fill}
pack append .confirm \
.confirm.m {left expand fill} \
.confirm.b {left expand fill}
focus .confirm





# Change {Operation Label Entry Default length}
# Popup a window that with four 6 vidgets. Three labels, Operation,
# Label, and Entry, describing what to do, to what, what to enter.
# one entry field, contents are returned after ok or <return>
# tvo buttons, ok and cancel. length is the length of the entry field
#




lJIIl title .ea II$Operation"
wm geometry .ea +15-15
frame .ea.b
button .ea.b.cancel -text "Cancelli \
-command II set Result {}; destroy .ea ll
button .ea.b.ok -text "0K II \
-command {set Result [.ea.e.f2.e1 get]; destroy .ea}
frame .ea.e -relief raised -bordervidth 2
frame .ea.e.fl
label .ea.e.f1.1l -text "$Operation:" -anchor e -font $Font(helvb)
label . ea. e. f1.12 -text "$Entry: II -anchor e -font $Font (helvb)
frame .ea.e.f2
label .ea.e.f2.ll -text $Label -font $Font(helvb)
entry .ea.e.f2.el -width $length -font $Font(helvm)
pack append .ea.e.fl \
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}
. ea. e. fL11 {top fill} \
.ea.e.f1.l2 {top fillx pady 10}
pack append .ea.e.f2 \
.ea.e.f2.l1 {top fill} \
.ea.e.f2.e1 {top fillx pady 10}
pack append .ea.e \
.ea.e.f1 {left padx 10 pady 20} \
.ea.e.f2 {left padx 20 pady 20}
pack append .ea.b \
.ea.b.ok {top expand fill} \
.ea.b.cancel {top expand fill}
pack append .ea \
.ea. e {left expand fill} \
.ea.b {left expand fill}
bind .ea.e.f2.e1 <Return> {.ea.b.ok invoke}




















proc InitScen {} {
global tksc9_lib




# The Main Windo~ For Creating Scenario Code
#
proc ScenWin {} {
global ~ait par elp Font Dxs Dys Xsr Ysr




set xs 1000; # size of screen 1000x760
set ys 760
set Dxs 10; # right, left, and bottom margin
set Dys 63; # top margin
set lsr [expr $xs - 2*$Oxs]; # the working area size










wm geometry . +10-10
vm geometry . 350x300
vm title . "Creating Scenario"





frame .b1 -borderwidth 1
frame .tcode -borderwidth 1
frame .b2 -borderwidth 10
button .b1.ifthen -text "lfnot-then'1 -height 1 -width 10 -command'
"See_Ifthen"
button .b1. seq -text "Sequential" -height 1 -width 10 ,
-command "Sce_Seqtl
button .b1.par -text "Parallel" -height 1 -width 10 -command liSee_Par"
button .bLshow -text lIShowcode" -height 1 -width 10 -command'
"Sce_Showcode"
text .teode.txt -relief raised -bd 2 -yscrollcommand ".teode.ser set" ,
-setgrid true -width 52 -height 10 -font $Font(helvm)
serollbar .teode.scr -relief flat -command ".teode.txt yview"
button .b2. cancel -text cane,sl -height 1 -vidth 8 -command'
"Reset_Lace; destroy."
button .b2.done -text [lone -height 1 -width 8 -command'
"MakeJFileSce; destroy "
pack append .b1 \
. b1. ifthen {left pady 10 padx 10}\
.b1.seq {left padx 10} ,
.b1.par {left padx 10} ,
.b1.shov {left padx 10}
pack append . tcode ,
.tcode.txt {left expand fill} \
.teode.ser {left filly}
pack append .b2 \
.b2.cancel {left pady 5 padx 50}'
.b2.done {left padx 40}
pack .b1 -side top -expand yes
pack .teode -side top -expand yes
pack .b2 -side bottom -expand yes
}
# Procedure to reset (empty) the lists





# Procedure to make list of bodyparts from the file
proc Make_ListPart {} {
global Lop
if [file isfile tpart] {
set fd [open tpart r]




} else {MesgWin IINo Bodyparts File!lI}
}
# Procedure to create code of the statement IFNOT-THEN
proc See_Ifthen {{v .int}} {
global Lop Losee Font ifthen Tmplist
set ifnot IIIFNOT II ; set then IITHEN II
Res_List; # set to empty
catch {destroy$'ll}
toplevel$w
~ geometry $w +150+330
WID title $w "lfnot-Then ll
~ iconname $w IIIfnot-Then"
WID minsize $w 1 1
frame $w.c
frame $w.c.b -borderwidth 10
frame $w.c.c -borderwidth 10
label $w.d -text {} -relief raised \
-font $Font(helvb) -anchor w
button $w.c.b.if -text IFNOT -height 1 -width 8 -command \
II set ifthen $ifnot; set ok 0; grab $w.c.c"
button $w.c.b.then -text THEN -height 1 -width 8 -command \
"Cat_Then; set ok 1; grab $w.c.c ll
button $w .. c. b. ok -text Done -heigh't 1 -width 8 -command \
"Ca't_List; Res_List; destroy $w"
bu't'ton $w.c.b.cancel -text Cancel -height 1 -width 8 -command \
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"Res_List; destroy $w"
scrollbar $w.c.c.scroll -relief sunken -command "$w.c.c.list yvieyll
listbox $(o1.c.c.list -yscroll U$ll.c.c.scroll set" -relief sunken \
-geometry 35xl0 -setgrid 1
pack append $w.c.b \
$w.c.b.if {top pady 10 padx 10}\
$w.c.b.then {top pady 10}\
$Til.c.b.ok {top pady lO}\
$w.c.b.cancel {top pady lO}
pack append $w.c.c \
$w.c.c.list {left expand fill}\
$w.c.c.scroll {left filly}
pack append $ll.C \
$Til. c. c {left expand fill} \
$Til.c.b {left}
pack $w.c -side top -expand yes -fill x
pack $w.d -side bottom -fill x
foreach part [lrange $Lop o end] {
h.c.c.list insert end $part
}
set subs "SUBSTITUTE"
$w.c.c.list insert end $subs
bind $w.c.c.list <1> II
YoW select from \[YoW nearest l.y\] "
bind $v.c.c.list <Double-l> {foreach partnm [selection get] \
{ FlashSel .int.c.c.list 2
set pname [lindex $partnm 0]
if {$pname != "SUBSTITUTE"} {
if {[set Geo [See_Geom]] != {I} {
set pname [concat $pname/$Geo]
set ifthen [eoncat $ifthen $pnameJ
} else {set ifthen [concat $ifthen $pname] }
} else {set ifthen [concat $ifthen $pname] }
.int.d configure -text $ifthen
grab release .int.c.c











# Procedure concatenation THEN
proc Cat_Then {} {
global ifthen
set ifthen [concat $ifthen IITHEM II ]
}
# Procedure to create the code of the Sequential statements
proc See_Seq {{v .seq}} {





vm geometry $v +150+330
vm title $v IISequential1l
vm iconname $v "Sequential"
vm minsize $v 1 1
frame $v.c
frame $v.c.b -borderwidth 10
button $v.c.b.wait -text WAIT -height 1 -width 8 -command \
"See_Wait"
button $v.c.b.ok -text Done -height 1 -vidth 8 -command \
"Cat_List; Res_List; destroy $w"
button $w.c.b.cancel -text Cancel -height 1 -width 8 -command \
"Res_List; destroy $v"
scrollbar $v.c.scroll -relief sunken -command "$v.c.list yviev"
listbox $w.c.list -yscroll "$w.c.scroll set" -relief sunken \
-geometry 35x10 -setgrid 1
label $w.d -text {} -relief raised \
-font $Font(helvb) -anchor v
pack append $v.c.b \
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$y.c.b.wait {top pady 10 padx 10}\
$y.c.b.ok {top pady 10}\
$v.c.b.cancel {top pady 10}
pack append $v.c \
$v.c.list {left expand fill}\
$v.c.scroll {left filly}\
$v.c.b {left filly}
pack $y.c -side top -expand yes -fill x
pack h.d -side bottom -fill x
foreach part [lrange $Lop 0 end] {
$y.c.list insert end $part
}
set null NULL
$w.c.list insert end $null
bind $w.c.list <1> "
YoW select from \[1.W nearest Yoy\J II
bind $w.c.list <Double-1> {foreach partnm [selection getJ \
{ FlashSel .seq.c.list 2
set pname [lindex $partnm OJ
if {$pname ! = "NULL"} {
if {[set Geo [Sce_GeomJJ != {}} {
set pname [coneat. $pname/$GeoJ
}
}
if {$waitval == O} {
lappend Tmplist $pname
.seq.d configure -text $pname
} else {
set await [concat hait\($waitval,$pname\)J
lappend Tmplist $await







# Procedure to create the code of the parallel statement
proc Sce]ar {{w .par}} {
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vm geometry $~ +150+330
\lID. title $w "Parallel"
wm iconname $w "Parallel"
vm minsize $v 1 1
frame $~.c
frame $v.c.b -bordervidth 10
button $v.c.b.vait -text WAIT -height 1 -~idth 8 -command liSee_Wait"
button $~.c.b.ok -text IDone -height 1 -vidth 8 -command \
neat_List; Res_List; lappend Losee $clp; destroy $w"
button $w.c.b.cancel -text Cancel -height 1 -~idth 8 -command \
"Res_List; destroy $w"
scrollbar $w.c.scroll -relief sunken -command "$~.c.list yview"
listbox $w.c.list -yscroll "$v.c.scroll set" -relief sunken \
-geometry 35x10 -setgrid 1
label $'il.d -text {} -relief raised \
-font $Font(helvb) -anchor ~
pack append $~.c.b \
$w.c.b.vait {top pady 10 padx 10}\
$v.c.b.ok {top pady 10}\
$w.c.b.cancel {top pady 10}
pack append $~.c \
$v. c . list {left expand fill} \
$v.c.scroll {left filly}\
$v.c.b {left filly}
pack $w.c -side top -expand yes -fill x
pack $v.d -side bottom -fill x
foreach part [lrange $Lop 0 end] {
$w.c.list insert end $part
}
bind $w.c.list <1> "
YoW select from \ [YoW nearest %y\) II
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bind $~.c.list <Double-1> {foreach partnm [selection getJ \
{ FlashSel .par.c.list 2
set pname [lindex $partnm OJ; \
if {[sat Gao [ScQ_Geom]] ! = {H {
set pname [concat $pname/$Geo]
}
if {$waitval == O} {
lappend Tmplist $pname
.par.d configure -text $pname
} else {
set await [concat$Yait\ ($waitval, $pname\)]
lappend Tmplist $await







# Procedure to get the value (in seconds) of WAIT statement





Tim geometry $w +650+400
lrnl title $w "WaitIl
Tim iconname $w "Wait"
label $w.msg -font $Font(norm) \
-text "Wait in second." -anchor center
frame $w.b -borderwidth 10
frame $w.s -borderwidth 10
button $v.b.ok -text OK -height 1 -width 8 -command \
t1Settime $w; destroy $w ll
button $w.b.cancel -text Cancel -height 1 -width 8 -command \
"'destroy $w ll
scale $w.s.scale -orient horizontal -length 270 -from 0 -to 60 \
-tickinterval 10 -bg Bisque1\
-bg Bisque1




pack append $w.b \
$w.b.ok {left pady 10 padx 50}\
$w.b.cancel {left padx 30}
pack append $II \
$w.msg {top fillx}\
$w.s {top fillx}\




# Assign the value to variable waitval
proe Settime {w} {
global waitval
set waitval [$w.5.scale get]
}
# Procedure to get Geometry string
proc Sce_Geom {{w .geo}} {
global geoval pos Font
global width height Dxs Dys Xsr Ysr
catch {destroy $w}
toplevel $w
11m geometry $w +400+300
11m title $w "Geometry"
11m iconname $w "Geometry"
set c $w.c
set width 0; set height 0;
fr·ame $w. e -relief raised -border'iJidth 2
frame $v.e.d -relief raised -borderwidth 1
frame $w.e.b -relief raised -borderwidth 1
label $w.e.l -text "Dimension" -font $Font(helvb)
label $w.e.d.l1 -text "Width:" -font $Font(helvb)
entry $w.e.d.el -font $Font(helvm) -width 5
label $i/'.e.d.l2 -text "Height:" -font $Font(helvb)
entry $w.e.d.e2 -font $Font(helvm) -width 5
button $w.e.b.ok -text OK -width 4 -command \
"set width \r$w.e.d.el get\]
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set height \[$v.e.d.e2 get\]
Dimension $'1
Make_Squares $e ll
button $v.e.b.no -text NO -vidth 4 -command \
II set pos(n) +300+63; set posCe) -10+300
set poses) +300-10; set posew) +10+300
set posCc) +300+300
Make_Squares $e II
canvas $c -relief raised -vidth 220 -height 140
frame $v.ent -relief raised -borderwidth 2
label $v.ent.l -text IIGeometry:" -font $FontChalvb)
entry $v.ent.e -font $FontChelvm) -width 15
frame $v.bot -relief raised -border 1
frame $v.bot.mid -relief sunken -border 1
button $v.bot.mid.ok -text OK -width 4 -command \
II set geoval \[$... ent.e get\];
set posen) +300+63; set posCe) -10+300
set posCs) +300-10; set posCv) +10+300
set posCc) +300+300
destroy $V 'l
frame $w.bot.r -relief sunken -border 1
button $v.bot.r.cancel -text Cancel -width 8 -command \
II set geoval {};
set posCn) +300+63; set posCe) -10+300
set poses) +300-10; set pOSe'll) +10+300
set posCc) +300+300
destroy $v ll
pack $v.e $w.c $v.ent $v.bot -side top -expand yes -fill both
pack append $v.e \
$v.e.l {top} \
$v.e.d {top fillx} \
$v.e.b {top fillx}
pack append $v.e.b \
$w.e.b.ok {left expand padx 10 pady 5}\
$v.e.b.no {left expand padx 10 pady 5}






pack append $w.ent \
$v.ent.l {left} \
$w.ent.e {left padx 10pady 10}
pack append $"".bot \
$w. bot .mid {left} \
$w.bot.r {left padx 10 pady 10}
pack $v.bot.mid -expand yes -padx 10 -pady 10
pack $v.bot.mid.ok -expand yes -padx '6 -pady 6
pack h.bot.r -expand yes -padx 10 -pady 10
pack $v.bot.r.cancel -expand yes -padx 6 -pady 6








# Making 9 squares as a visualization of the default positions





Geo_pos $e $x $y $pos(nv) $eolar
Geo_pos $c [expr $x+30] [expr $yJ $pos (n) $color
Geo_pos $e [expr $x+60J [expr $yJ SposCne) $color
Geo_pos $c [expr SxJ [expr $y+30J Spos(v) $color
Geo_pas $c [expr $x+30] [expr $y+30] $pos(c) Scolor
Geo_pos $c [expr $x+60] [expr $y+30] $posCe) Scolor
Geo_pos $c [expr $xJ [expr Sy+60J $posCse) Scalar
Geo_pos Ie [expr $x+30] [expr $y+60J Spos(s) $color
Geo_pos Se [expr $x+60] [expr $y+60J Spos(sw) $color
set item [Sc create rect [expr $x+40] [expr $y+40J \
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[expr $x+50J [expr $y+50J -outline black -fin red]
$c create text [expr $x+40J [expr $y-7] -text {Position} -anchor s \
-fill brOlo1D.
$c bind config <Enter> "geoEnter $c"
$c bind config <Leave> "$c itemconf current -fill \$geoConfigFill"
set geoConfigFill {}
}
# Calculate the dimension to determine the suitable position
proc Dimension {w} {
global pos width height Xsr Ysr Dxs Dys
set subhxw [expr round(O.5*($Xsr-$width)) + $Dxs]
set subhyh [expr round(O.5*($Ysr-$height)) + $DysJ
set posen) [concat +$subhxw+$Dys]
set poses) [coneat +$subhxw-$DxsJ
set pos (w) [eoneat +$Dxs+$subhyh]
set pos(e) [concat -$Dxs+$subhyhJ
set pos(e) [concat +$subhxw+$subhyhJ
set wh [concat $width\x$height]; $v.ent.e delete 0 end
$w.ent.e insert end $wh
}
# Getting the geometry string to be assigned to geoval
proe Geo_pos {w x y geoval color} {
set item [$v create rect [e:xpr $x] [expr $y] [expr $x+30J \
[expr $y+30] -outline black -fill $color -width 1J
$v bind $Hem <1> "
.geo.ent.e insert end $geoval"
$v addtag eonfig vithtag $item
}
proe geoEnter {d {
global geoConfigFill
set geoConfigFill [lindex [tv itemeonfig current -fill] 4]
$v itemconfig current -fill black
}
# Procedure append 2 lists
proc Cat_List {} {
global Losee Tmplist





# Reset temporary list




# Procedure to show scenario code
proc Sce_Showeode {} {
global Losee
set w .teode
if {$Losce != {}} {
$ll.txt delete 0.0 end
foreach line [lrange $Losce 0 end] {
$v.txt insert end $line
$'Ol.txt insert end "\n"
}
} else {
set line "No code!"
$w.txt delete 0.0 end
$w.txt insert end $line
}
}
# Procedure to make temporary file of scenario code
proc Make_FileSce {} {
global Losee
set fd [open tsce. see w]





# Procedure t,o attach the code to the component form




wm geometry $ll +360+350
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ilDli title $w "SceCode Attachment"
ilDli iconname $w "attach"
set formfl 0
frame $w.top -relief raised -border 1
frame $w.bot -relief raised -border 1
message $w.top.name -font $Font(norm) -text "Attach code to Form?" \
-width 300 -justify left
button $v.bot.ok -text OK -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"AttachOk; destroy $","
button $w.bot.cancel -text Cancel -height 2 -width 8 -command \
"destroy $w"
pack $w.top $v.bot -side top -fill both -expand yes
pack $w.top.name -side left
pack $w.bot.ok -side left -pady 10 -padx 30





# Ask for Attachment wether or not it is OK.
proc AttachOk {} {
global Form
if {$Form == "send"} {
if [file i8file tform] {
set formfl [open tform a]
} else {MesgWin "No Component File!t1; return}
} elseit {$Form == IIreply"} {
if [file isfile trformJ {
set formfl (open trform a]
} else {MesgWin "No Component File!"; return}
}
if [file isfile tsce.see] {
set first "#application/x-scenario \[Scenario Code] \\"
puts $formfl $first
set second [concat [pwd]/tsce.sce]
puts $formfl $second
close $formfl






The scenario code interpreter and the Makefile are given in this section.
#
# Makefile for compiling interpreter and other programs.
#
all: scenario
scenario: shOllsce testsce shollpar
sholJsce.o testsce.o sho'ilpar.o: sce.h
shollsce: shollsce.o prolist.o checkpar.o
cc -0 $~ shOllsce.o prolist.o checkpar.o
testsce.: t,estsce.o prolist.o checkpar.o
cc -0 $lD testsce.o prolist.o checkpar.o
shovpar: shollpar.o prolist.o
cc -0 U shollpar.o prolist.o
clean:
rm *.0 \
shollsce testsce shollpar \
1*------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Header for all programs.








#define MAX_L 300 /* max line */
#define HAX_ARG 10 /* max number of arguments */
#define MAX_P 10 /* max number of parallel parts *1
#define MAXJ 10 /* max number of files *1





char part [50J ;
struct parallel *next;
1* vaiting time */
1* bodypart name presented */
1* liDLk to the next *1
};
typedef struct parallel PARA;
typedef PARA *LINK;





char subtype [25] ;
char dir [70J ;
char pla.yer [15] ;




1* content type *l
1* content subtype *1
1* location of player *1
1* player name *1
1* arguments if any *1
1* number of arguments *1





1* data structure for listing of parallelized bodyparts *1
struct par{
char part [70] ;.
struct par *next;
};
1* bodypart name presented *1
1* link to the next *1
typedef struct par PAR;
typedef PAR *PLINK;
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* This Program interprets scenario codes.
* File name: shoYsce.c
*--------------------------------------------------------------------*1
#include II sce .h ll
void par_list () ;







char Msg [7J ;
int Txt!;
1* file discriptors *1
1* storage directory *1
1* message number *1




char *argv 0 ;
{
1* directory of the message vindov *1
]12
char fnr[45], targvl [20] ;
char s [MAX_L] ; 1* string var *1
char *ptr;
char part [50], atime [4] ;
char *getenv(), profile[35];
char mesg [80] ;
int time, n_part;




printf ("Usage : command <scenario, code> <textpos> <msgW dir>\n"');
exit(1);
}
1* open file "$HOME/.mh_profile" *1
if «ptr = getenv("HOME"» == (char *) O){




if«fpp = fopen(profile, "r'l» == NULL.){
printf("\nFile opening error --- program terminated. \n ll ) ;
exit (1) ;
}
1* Creating the list of available devices/players */
strcpy(StoDir,IlIl);
vhile (fgets (8 ,MAX_L, fpp) ! =NULL){
if (! strncmp(s, "mhn-shov", 8» pro_list (&:head_pro, s);
else if (! strncmp(s. "mhn-storage" ,11»{
ptr = strtok(s, " :");











sprintf (fnr, "Yosl'l.s'l ,StoDir, argv [1]) ;
}else strcpy (fnr, argv [1] ) ;
if«fpr = fopen{fnr, "r "» == NULLH
printf("\nFile opening error --- program terminated.\n ll );
exit(1) ;
}
1* Interpreting and Executing the scenario code *1
while(fgets (8, MAX_L ,.fpr) ! =NULL) {
if(!strncmp(s,"IFNOT",5»{
ptr = strtok(s, II III);
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+1," II);
strcpy(part, ptr);
if ( ! Seq (head_pro ,part» {
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," II);
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," ;\n'I );
if (!strcmp(ptr,IISUBSTITUTE"»{










}else if ( !strncmp (s, "WAIT II , 4) ){
ptr = strtokCs,1I (II);
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l,11 ,);");
strcpy(atime, ptr);
time = atoi(atime);
ptr = strtok{ptr+strlen(ptr)+1,11 ,);11);
strcpy(part, ptr);
sleep (time) ; 1* waiting time *1
if (strcmp (part ,"NULL"»{
if(!Seq(head_pro,part»{







vhile (strcmp (ptr , "}\n"»){
fgets(s,MAX_L.fpr)~
ptr = strtok(s. II (;)11);
if(!strcmp(ptr."WAIT"»{
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l." .);");
strcpy(atime. ptr);
time = at.oiCatime);
ptr =strtok(ptr+strlen (ptr) +1. II .); II) ;
strcpy(part. ptr};
n_part++;







Par (&head_par. head_pro. n_part);
}else{
ptr = strtok(s. "\n");
strcpy(part, ptr);.
if(!Seq(h~ad_pro,part»{














char *ptr, *ptrl. temp[15]. name[50];






int i, j, npart;
int nargd;
if (check_device (head_pro, part, dir, ply, &nargd, argd»{
ptr = strtok(part. "/");
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l."/");
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," /;\n ll );
strcpy(temp,. ptr);
ptr1 = strtok(temp. ". Ill);
if (!Txt1){
npart = atoi(ptrl) - 1;
ptr1 = strtok(ptr1+strlen(ptr1) +1. II U);
if (strcmp (StoDir, Illl»{
sprintf (name. I11.S/1.S. 1.d. %8" ,StoDir. Msg. npart, ptrl);
}else sprintf (name, "1.s .. 1.d. 1.s" ,Msg, npart, ptr1);
}else{
if(strcmp(StoDir,""»{
sprintf (name, "'/.s/1.s .. 1.s" , StaDir, Msg, ptr);
}else sprintf(name,"1.s.Y.s lll,Msg, ptr);
}
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," ;\n");
j = 0;







args[j] = calloc(strlen(argd[i])+l. sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args [j] ,argd[i]); j++;




args[j] = calloc(strlen(argd[i])+l, sizeof(char»;





args[j] = calloc(strlen(name)+l. sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[j]. name); j++; /* file name *1
for(i=j;i<=MAX_ARG;i++) args[i] = NULL;
childpid = fork();
U5
I*if (childpid < 1)













* Procedure to interpret and execute Parallel statement
*1








char *args [MAX_P] [MAX_ARG] ;
char *argd[MAX_ARG];




int ~t [MAX_P] ;






}else wt [iJ = 0;
if (check_device (head_pro , tmp->part, dir, ply, &nargd, argd»{
adir[i] = calloc(strlen(dir)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(adir[i], dir);
aply[i] = calloc(strleo(ply)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(aply[i], ply);
ptr = strtok (tmp- >part, "1");
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l. l /");
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ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+1. 11 I;\nll );
strcpy(temp. ptr);.
ptrl = strtok(temp. II. II);
if( !Txtl){
npart = atoi(ptr1) - 1;.
ptrl = strtok(ptrl+strlen{ptr1)+l. II II);
if(strcmp(StoDir." OI »){
sprintf(name. lI 1.s/y's.1.d.y's ".StoDir. Msg, npart, ptr1);
}else sprintf (name. lib .1.d .1.8" ,Msg, npart. ptrl);
}else{
if(strcmp(StoDir. III1 »{
sprintf(name."1.sl'1.s.y's ",StoDir, Msg, ptr);
}else sprintf(name,"'1.s.Y.s",Msg. ptr);
}
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," ;\n ll );
j = 0;
args[i] [j] = calloc(strlen(ply)+l, sizeof(char»;




if ( ! strcmp (argd [k] , II_geometry"» {
if (ptr){
args[i][j] = calloc(strlen(argd[k])+l. sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[i) [j] ,argd[k]); j++;




args[i] [j] = calloc(strlen(argd[k])+l. sizeof(char»;





args[i][j] := calloc(strlen(name)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args [i] [j], name); j ++;
for(k=j;k<=MAX_ARG;k++) args[i][k] = NULL;
}else{
adir[i] := calloc(strlen(MsgDir)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(adir[i], MsgDir);
strcpy(ply,"msgWII );
aply[i] = calloc(strlen(ply)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(aply[i]. ply);
j = 0;
args[i][j] = calloc(strlen(ply)+1, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[i] [j],ply);
j++;
sprintf(mesg,"No player for: YosU,tmp->part);
args[i][j] = calloc(strlen(mesg)+1, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[i] [j], mesg); j++;
for(k=j;k<=MAX_ARG;k++) args[i][k] = NULL;
}





if(childpid < 0) perror("can't fork");
if (childpid==O){
if (i==i){














* Procedure for showing an error message (Substitution)
*1
void ShowMsg(mesg)
char mesg [] ;
{












* This Program interprets scenario codes for testing purpose.




FILE *fpr, *fpp, *fpi;
void par_list 0 ;
void pro_list 0 ;








char *argv [J ;
{
/* file discriptors *!
/* array of files */
char s[MAX_LJ; /* string var */
char *ptr;
char part[50J, atime[4J;
char *getenvO, profile [35J ;
char mesg [80J ;
int time. n_part;








/* open file "$HOME/ .mh_profile" */
if «ptr = getenv("HOME fI » == (char *) O){




if«fpp = fopen(profile, "r ")) == NULL){
printf (I'\nFile opening error --- program terminated. \n") ;
exit(!) ;
}
/* Creating the list of available devices/players */
vhile(fgets(s.MAX_L.fpp)l=NULL){
if (! strncmp(s, "mhn-show" .8» pro_list (&head_pro. s);
}
fclose(fpp);
1* open file of the list of files (with their paths) *1
if{(fpi = fopen (argv [2]. "x"» == NULLH
printf("\nFile opening error --- program terminated.\n"};
exit(!);
}








if«fpr = fopen(argv[l]. "r"» == NULLH
printf("\nFile opening error --- program terminated.\n");
exit(1) ;
}
1* Interpreting and Executing the scenario code *1
while(fgets(s,MAX_L.fpr)l=NULLH
if (l strncmp (s, II IFNOT II ,5»{
ptr = strtok(s, II II);
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+1." II);
strcpy(part. ptr);
if(!Seq(head_pro.part»{
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l,11 II};
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l. 11 ;\n ll );
if ( ! strcmp (ptr • II SUBSTITUTE"» {





if ( ! Seq (head_pro, part) ){





lelse if (! strncmp(s. IIWAIT" ,4»{
ptr = strtok(s," (");
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+1,11 .);11):
strcpy(atime, ptr);
time = atoi(atime)~
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+1," ,);");
strcpy(part, ptr);
sleep (time) ; 1* waiting time *1
if(strcmp(part.I·NULL"»{
if(!Seq(head_pro,part»{








ptr = strtok(s, II (;)11);
if (! strcmp(ptr, "WAIT'''» {
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l." ,);II)~
strcpy(atime, ptr);
time = atoi(atime);
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+1,11 ,);");
strcpy(part, ptr)~
n_part++;.
par_list (&head_par, time. part);






Par (&head_par, head_pro, n_part);
}else{
ptr = strtok(s, "\n");
strcpy(part. ptr):
if(!Seq(head_pro,part»{
sprintf (mesg, "No Player for: YoS" ,part) ;
ShowMsg(mesg);
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char *ptr, *ptrl, temp[15J, name[SO];
char *args[MAX_ARGJ;
char *argd[MAX_ARGJ;
char dir [70J, ply (15J ;
int childpid, pid;
int status;
int i, j, npart;
int nargd;
if(check_device(head_pro, part. dir, ply, &:nargd, argd»){
ptr = strtok(part. "'Ill);
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l,I/");
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," /j\n");
strcpy(temp, ptr)j
ptr1 = strtok(temp. ". II);
npart = atoi(ptrl);
strcpy(name, File[npart-2J); 1* 2 is the first file position *1
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," ;\n")j
j = 0;
args[jJ = calloc(strlen(ply)+l. sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[jJ,ply);
j++;




args[jJ = calloc(strlen(argd[iJ)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[jJ,argd[iJ)j j++;











args[jJ = calloc(strlen(name)+1. sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args [jJ. name); j++; 1* file name *1
for(i=j;i<=MAX_ARG;i++) args[iJ = NULL;
childpid = fork();
I*if(childpid < 1)













* Procedure to interpret and execute Parallel statement
*1























}else wt [iJ = 0;
if (check_device(head_pro , tmp->part. dir, ply, &:nargd, argd»){
adir[iJ = calloc(strlen(dir)+l. sizeof(char»;
strcpy(adir[iJ, dir);
aply[iJ = calloc(strlen(ply)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(aply[iJ, ply);
ptr = strtok(tmp->part. "/");
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l,"/II);
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l." /;\n");
strcpy(temp. ptr);
ptrl = strtok(temp, ". 11);
npart = atoi(ptrl); /* In scenario code: */
strcpy(name, File [npart-2J ); /* 2 is the first file position */
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l," ;\n lO );
j = 0;
args[iJ[j] = calloc(strlen(ply)+i. sizeof(char»;






args [iJ [jJ = calloc(strlen(argd[kJ )+1, sizeof(char»;
strepy (args [iJ [j J ,argd [kJ ); j ++ ;










args[iJ[j] = calloe(strlen(name)+l, sizeof(char»;
strepy(args(iJ [j], name); j++;
for(k=j;k<=MAX_ARG;k++) args[iJ[k] = NULL;
}else{
adir [i] = ealloe(strlen(MsgDir)+l, siz,eof(ehar»;
strepy(adir[iJ, MsgDir);
strepy (ply, IlmsgW");
aply[i] = ealloc(strlen(ply)+l, sizeof(char»;
strepy(aply[i], ply);
j = 0;
args[i][jJ = calloc(strlen(ply)+1, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[i][j] ,ply);
j++;
sprintf (mesg,IINo player for: 7.s", tmp->part) ;
args[i] [j] = calloc(strlen(mesg)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[i][j], mesg); j++;
for(k=j ;k<=MAX_ARG; k++) args [iJ [k] = NULL;
}






















* Procedure for showing an error message (Substitution)
*1
void ShovMsg(mesg)
char mesg [J ;
{













* This Program presents all media types concurently.











char *argv [] ;
{
1* file discriptors *1
char fnr[45], targv1[20];
char s[MAX_L]; 1* string var *1
char *ptr;
char part [70] ;
char *getenv(), profile[35];
int n_part;
PLINK head_par=NULL; 1* head of linked list *1
FLINK head_pro=NULL;
if Cargc!1 =3) {
printf("Usage: showpar <infile> <seen dir>\n");
exit(!) ;
}
strcpy (ScenDir ,argv [2] ) ;
1* open file II • mh_prof ile II */
if «ptr = getenv(IHDME")) -- (char *) O){
printf("HDME is not defined.\n");
exit(O);
}else
sprintf{profile,."1.s/ .mh_profile" •. ptr);
if«fpp = fopen(profile, "r ")) == NULL){
printf("\nFile opening error --- program terminated. \n");
exit(t) ;
}
/* Creating the list of available devices/players *1




if«fpr = fopen(argv[lJ, "r "» == NULL){
printf("\nFile opening error --- program terminated.\n");
exit(!) ;.
}
1* Presenting the file in parallel */
n_part = 0;
while(fgets(s,MAX_L,fpr)!=NULL){









* Function for checking available devices/players
*1
int check_device(head_pro, part, dir, ply, nargd, argd)
FLINK head_pro;




char type [25], subtype [25J ;









ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l,11 ");
strcpy(ext, ptr);




strcpy(type,"image"); strcpy(subtype,"j pg ll);
}else if (! strcmp(ext, "mpg"» {
strcpy(type, "video"); strcpy(subtype, "mpeg") ;
}else if ( ! strcmp (ext, ''1'ps'') H
strcpy(type,"application"); strcpy(subtype,"Postscript");
}else if( !strcmp(ext, "txt"»{
strcpy(type, "text"); strcpy(subtype, "plain l1 ); }
tmp = head_pro;
while(tmp!=NULL){












}else if(!strcmp(tmp->subtype." 11 »){






for(i=O; i<=tmp->narg-1; i++ H












* Creating the list of parallel parts
*/
void par_list (head_par, part)
PLINK *head_par;
128











while(tmp->next != NULL) tmp = tmp->next;






* Ex,ecute parts concurently
*1
















if (check_device(head_pro , tmp->part, dir, ply, &nargd, argd»){
adir(i] = calloc(strlen(dir)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(adir[i], dir);
aply[i] = calloc(strlen(ply)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(aply[i], ply);
j =0;
args [i] [j] = calloc(strlen(ply)+1, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[i][j],ply);
129





if ( ! strcmp (argd [k] , II -geometryll) ){
k++;
}else{
args[i][j] = calloc(strlen(argd[k])+l, sizeof(char»;





args[i][j] = calloc(strlen(tmp->part)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(args[i] [j], tmp->part); j++;
for(k=j;k<=MAX_ARG;k++) args[i][k] = NULL;
}
tmp = tmp->next; i++;
}
strcpy(dir.ScenDir); 1* directory of seen program = program *1
adir[i] = calloc(strlen(dir)+l, sizeof(char»;
strcpy(adir[i].dir);
strcpy(pIy,"scenll); 1* program name for scenario window *1




strcpy(args[i] [j] ,ply); j++;
for(k=j;k<=MAX_ARG;k++) args[i][k] = NULL;
*head_par = tmp;
for(i=O;i<=n_part;i++){ 1* part including browse *1
childpid = fork();











for(i=O;i<=n_part;i++){ pid = vait(&status); }
}
1*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
* Function for listing mhn-shoq profile











char type [20) , subtype[20J;
char dir [70J ;
char ply [15J ;
int i, j, k;
strcpy(tmps. s);
ptr = strtok(tmps, II _II);





ptr = strchr(comp[2], 'I');
if(ptr) strcpy(dir, ptr);





if (strchr(comp [1J ,) /»){
ptr = strtok(camp[1J,"/");
strcpy(type, ptr);.
ptr = strtok(ptr+strlen(ptr)+l, t. II);
strcpy{subtype. ptr);
} else {






















































* Function for checking available devices/players
* File name: cheekpar. c
*-------------------------------------------------------------------*1
#include "see .h"
int check_device(head_pro, part. dir. ply. nargd, argd)
FLINK head_pro;








ptr = strtok(prt, "/");
strepy(type. ptr);





































* Creating the list of parallel parts
*1
void par_list(head_par. time. part)
LINK *head_par;
int time;












while(tmp->next != NULL) tmp = tmp->next;
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